
CHAPTER X. 

MISCELLANEOUS MECHA.l\TISMS. 

§ 51.-THE "SIMPLE MACHINES." 

IN the older books on Mechanics, before the development 
of the system of machine analysis which we have used, and 
which is essentially due to Professor Reuleaux, the actual 
machines of the engineer are generally taken as being repre
sented by certain combinations called "simple machines." 
Out of these, as elements, it is more or less consistently 
assumed that actual machines are built up. It is not worth 
while here to discuss a theory so hopelessly inconsistent 
With facts as this.1 It will be right, however, to notice 
what is the real position of the " simple machines " as 
mechanisms. 

The lever and the wheel and axle are, in reality, 
kinematically identical. Each is often figured in an im
possible fashion, the lever as a bar, resting quite uncon
s�rainedly on a triangular fulcrum, the wheel and axle as a 
single body poised, unsupported, in mid air. To form part 

1 It ·is a matter f3r great regret that the study of the::-e "simple 

�achines" should still be sanctioned and encouraged by the examina· 
hons of the University of London, ,vhich have so important an influence 
on the direction of teaching in their own subjects. 
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of a mechanism or machine, the desired motion of each 
must, as we know, be constrained, and this motion is nothing 
more than a rotation about a fixed ui$. In a complete 
form,therefore,leveriandwhccliand ulc are neither more 
norilcssithanturningpairs, such as we first examined in 
§10. 

The inclined plane is also usually drawn in an uncon· 
strainedform,beingpicturod as aniirregularlumpiofmateri.al 
resting on aiwedgc-shapediblock. Here the essential part 
of the motion is the sliding of the one body upon another, 
the slope or incline is entirely accidental. The motion im· 
perfectly represented by the inclined plane is simply that 
obtained in <::omplete constrainment by the sliding pair. 

The wedge is a much more complex <:0mbination than 
eitheroftheithree "simple machines"justiexaminedi. !tiis 
not uncommonly pictured as in Fig. 171, which show•, it is 
needless to say,an unconstrained wmbinatlon not rep"'" 
senting any po55ible part of a machine. The oonstr.i.ined 
motions whi<::h are usually assumed to belong to a wedg"' 
are those of the me<::hanism shown in Fig. 172, which 
contains three links, eachiconnectediwithitheiotheritwoiby"
slidingpair, the pairs being marked 1,2,and 3inthe figur� 
Thi� <::hain deserves notice in several respects, for it dilfef!I 

http:ofmateri.al
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somewhat from any we have hitherto examined. In the first 
place, the chain is not in itself constrained, either link can 
be moved in one direction without affecting the others. In 
the cases where it is used in practice, its constrainment is 
effected by means of external forces, acting as shown by the 
arrows, Fig. 172, and caused to act permanently so long 
as the mechanism is used. For this reason the n1echanism 
is said to be force-closed, force-closure meaning the con
strainment, or closure, of a chain or a pair of elements by 
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�xternal force in the case where the proper kinematic pair
ing is incomplete. Another characteristic of the chain is 
that all its three virtual centres are at infinity. They must 
still be three points on one line, but this line is now the 
'' line at infinity." All the constructions given in former 
sections can be equally well carried out here. For ex
ample, let fi be a. force acting on a, to find the balancing
force in the given direction f upon c; the link 6 being taken 
as the fixed link. We first resolve ./2 through the points 
Oa1> and Oa,, that is, through the fixed point of a, and the 
catnmon point of a and c. This is,. of course,. j,ust as easy 
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asiif those points were not inaccessible, for,.,·e know their 
directions, and can at once find the two components PN and 
NQ . We neglect NQ because it acts, by hn>0thesis, through 
the fixed pointiofa,andthereforedoesnot�quirehalancing. 
We have then only to �solve P.N in the dirtttion of/ and 
atirightianglesi toiit,toiobtainNH,theforce�•iuired. For 
this is the same as cur former construction, viz., to resoh-e 
PNthrough a ipointM,whereiits direction joins that of/, 
and throughithelixedipointi oft:,viz., O.,. 

The pulley in various forms, such as that of Fig. 173· 
often appears in the list of simple machines. In the for"' 
sketched iti is a ichainiofthreeilinks(cord,pullcyandfr:ime) 
and is not only a force·closNI. chain, but one in which a .i

oi gi o 1i
�h ;:r!i��i�/�':!:? co::;;::bi:c::m�:!�I�� !:��e !� ;1i
available for a machine under ccnain specialconditio� 
It will be further considerNI. ini § 61 along with othe-1 
mechanisms of the same type. 

The �crew, lastly, forms-with itsi nut-merely a J'.3� .of twisting elements (p. 58), constr:i.imng a motion whiC 
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is no longer plane, and which will be more fully examined 
in § 62. 

The so-called funicular machine, a cord fixed at 
both ends and loaded with isolated weights, which is some
times included among the simple machines or '' mechanical 
powers," requires no notice here, as it is not a machine at 
all, but merely a skeleton form of structure. Its various 
segments are not intended to have any motions whatever 
relatively to each other, constrained or otherwise. It is 
merely the concrete representation of the link polygon,
and the type form of certain most important structures, 
su�h as the suspension bridge and the bowstring girder. 

§ 52.-ALTERED MECHANISMS. EXPANSION OF 

ELEMENTS. 

WE have seen that the form or shape given to the body
of the link of a mechanisn1 is of no importance in connec
tion with the 1novements of the mechanism, so long as it 
does not impede those n1ovements in any way. We have 
now to notice further that although the form of the elements 
Connecting the links is vital to the mechanism, their size is 
of no importance, and is often so altered, f�r constructive 
reasons, as greatly to disguise the nature of the mechanism 
Without at all changing the motions belonging to it. This 
occurs specially wl1ere one element of a link is made so 
large as to include another, so that the actual outside form
of the link is the form of one of its elements. As illustra
tions of this we may notice how such expansion of 
elements affects one or two of the simpler mechanisms 
Whose rnotions we have already examined. 

Fig. I 7 4 sho,vs an ordinary " lever-crank " chain, having
four links a, b, c and d, connected by four turning pairs 1, 2, 
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3 and 4. The same mechanism in precisely the same 
position is shown in Fig. 17 S, with only the difference that 
the pair I has been so much enlarged that the link a becomes 
a disc, whose periphery is one of its elements, and whose 
diameter is such as to include within it the pair 2. In Fig. 
176 a similar change has been made with the pair 4 instead 
of the pair 1. In Fig. 17 7, again, the same change has 
been made ,vith the pair 2, which now includes the pair 1. 

The link a in this case forms what is always called an 
eccentric, and comparing Figs. 177 and r 7 4 we see at once 
the relation between the eccentric and the crank. Kinema
ticaUy they are absolutely identical, their only difference lies
•in the size of the elements which they contain. Practically,
of course, the great point of difference is that the eccentric 
allows the shaft at 1 to be carried through without a break 
on both sides of the mechanism, ,vhereas with a crank the 
shaff has to be broken in the centre to allow for the swing 
of the connecting rod b. 
· But other changes, still more striking, can be made by
altering not only the size, but what we may call the extent 
of the links. 1,hus f-0r the link c in Fig. 176 we do not 
�quire the whole disc as drawn, it would be quite sufficient 
for us to use a narrow slice of it such as is shown in the 
dotted lines, having sufficient surface at its ends to constrain 
!he motion. Or we may make c a  complete ring (Fig. 178)
instead of a disc, the part of d which forms its element of 
the pair 4 fitting inside as well as outside the ring. Treating
c now again as we did in Fig. 176, it becomes a short sector 
or block, as shown in dotted lines. For this form of c the 
cornplete circles are no longer wanted in d, for c merely
Swings backwards and forwards without rotating. The 
tnechanism, therefore, takes the form of Fig. 179, its· 
Inotion still remaining absolutely identical with those of the 
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original mechanism, Fig. 174. By an exactly corresponding
set of changes, which it is unnecessary to go over again at•
length, the mechanism might be made, without change in 
any of its motions, to take the form of Fig. 180, in which 
the link b becomes a block or sector, ancl one of the 
elen1ents of c a curved slot. (To save space, the length of 

the sector in the figure is much shorter than would be 
necessary to allow a to tum completely round.) 

In each of these last cases the link ,vhich has become in 
form a curved block, retains the same elements as before,
altered only in diameter and angular extent. In each case,
namely, these links contain two elements of turning pairs,
and the centres of those elements,-which determine the 
distance apart of the pairs, or the real length of the links,

•
-remain precisely as in Fig� 174. The distance 3·4 1n 
that figure is therefore the actual length of the link c in Fig. 
179, and the distance 2 • 3 the actual length of the link /J in 
Fig. 180, these lengths being in no way altered by the 
external changes which we have made in the appearance of 
the n1echanism. 

The adoption of the block form of link shown in the 
last two figures has the practical convenience that it enables 
us to use very long links in a mechanism without necessarily
making the mechanism itself very large. Thus in Fig. 181 

the links c and d are made so long that the point 4 is in
accessible (at the join of the dotted lines), but the mechan
ism itself has become no larger in consequence, and the 
block c remains a link containing two turning elements, just 

as before. In this case the links c and d (z:e., the lengths 
3 ·4 and 1 ·4) are made equal, so that the centres of the 
pairs r and 3 lie on the same circle, having 4 for its centre· 
If now, everything else ren1aining unchanged, the point � 
be taken further and further away, the curvature of the slo 
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becomes flatter andiflatter,until at l:is1,wheni4 is at ianiin• 
finiteidistance,thcislotibecomesistraight, thcilink , a istraight 
instead of a cun·ed block, and the mechanism becomes a 
slider.crank, Vig. 181, instead of a levcr-cranl.. Herc then 
we h:,.l'e the true relation between th- important mcchan• 
isms. The slider crank is deri,·ed from the other by
making two of its links (, and ti'} cqua� and at the s:une 
time infinitely !ong. The block of the slider crank, the 
reciprocating link, corresponds to the lever, the swinging 
link, of the lever crank, one of its elements unchanged, the 
othcrimadciinfinite iniradlWIi. 

By now making in the slider.crank the same change u 
that made in Figi. 180, we obtain the form of mechanism 
5hown in Figi. 183, in which the link I>, without alteration of 
length, becomes a curved block instead of n long bar. 
And from this form it can be seen at once whnt will happen 
{l'ig. 184) if I! be made infinitely long, as well as , andid .  
'rhc slider-crank changes into a form familiar 3 $  the driving 
rnechanismiofdonkcyipump.!,i and for other p urpose!!. 111 
�eference to this mechanism it is often said that it, working 
ls C�uivalcnt to that with a connecting-rod infinitely long. 
lt w,ll l)ei!ICCnifromiouriexamination that this i, tri ue in a 
very literal sense. The length of ai linkiiniaimechanismi.,·e 
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take to be the distance between the axes of its elements. 
One of the elements of the link b has its axis at infinity, it 
is, therefore, not only equivalent to a link of infinite 
length, but actually is a link whose kinematic length 
(measured in exactly the same way as that of other links) 
is infinitely g!"eat. The mechanism shown in Fig. I 85, and 
recognisable as a form of '' trammel " for drawing ellipses, 
is identical with that of the last figure, and is illustrated 
merely to show the disguising effect of a few simple external 
changes. The nature of the pairing and the lengths of the 
links remain precisely as before. The form of Fig. 185 is, 

C 
I 

FIG. 185. 

however, generally used when ·the link c is the fixed one, 
while with the former construction, d is generally made the · 
fixed link. Letters and figures are the same in the tw0 

illustrations,. and the student should satisfy himself b}' 
notexamination that they represent connections which are 

only similar, but kinematically identical 
The two following figures ( Figs. 186 and 187) are taken 

from Reuleaux, and show to what an extraordinary extent 
the expansion of elements in a mechanism can alter its 
structure and appearance without changing its nature. The 
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mechanism is an ordinary slider-crank in both cases, and 
the letters and figures on the links and pairs are the same 
as those used throughout this section. In Fig. 186, 1 is 
placed within 2, and 2 '\\1ithin 3, and in Fig. 187, 3 is 
placed within 2, and 2 within 1. 

The varieties of form that not only can be, but have 
actually been obtained by expanding the elements of a 
mechanism variously, are innumerable. All, however,
depend upon the principles here set down, and the student 
should not find any difficulty, if he has followed this section 
carefully, in tracing out their real nature. Reuleaux has 
illustrated a great many of them in his examination of 
rotary engines. Fresh examples will be found very fre
quently, if not every week, in the illustrated summaries of 
J)atents published by Engineering and The Engineer. 

§ 53.-ALTERED MECHANISMS. REDUCTION OF 
LINKS. 

IT happens often, indeed in most cases, that one or more 
links of a mechanism are not directly utilised. Such links 
are wanted to constrain or transmit certain motions between 
certain other links, but their own actual motions are in no 
way required. The connecting rod of a stean1 engine is, for 
example, such a link. It transmits constrained motion from 
the piston to the crank. The piston is the driving link of 
the chain, and its to and fro motion is directly utilised in 
connection with the action of stean1 upon it. The crank is 
the driven link, and its rotary motion is essentially required 
for the sake of the machines which the engine has to drive. 
But the actual motion of the connecting rod is seldo� 
ntilised in any way. In certain important valve gears it is 
now used, and sometimes it is made use of for driving an 
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air pump, but these cases ;u-e quite exceptional. It has, 
therefore, often been thought, hastily, that such a link, only 
!!erving as a conn<.>ction, would be better omitted, and that 
its omission (if only it CQu]d be made without destroying the 
constrainment of the mechanism) would be entirely adv:m
tageous. This omission of a link we may call the reduction 
of a mechanism, and a mechanism so treated \\ill be said to 
be a reduced mechanism. 

/ ··-, 

/'
-{- "  

"-

We h:we seen in § 10 that it was possible to constrain 
any plane motion, however complex, by a suitably formed 
higher pair of elements. It must, therefore, be quite 
P<>ssible toconstrainthe relative motions (to use thc illustrn
tion of thc last p,aragr:aph) of the crosshcad and crank of a 
steam engine, by connecting them directly, omitting the 
connecting rod altogether. For this purpose it is only 
neccnary to know the whole motion of the one body 
tt,latively to the other, and to construct a suitable higher 
Pair of clements. One way in  which this can be done is 
Shown in Fig. 188. Herc the link t, of a slider-crank 
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chain being omitted, a pin is placed on the end of a and a 
slot made upon c of such form as to be the envelope for the 
various positions of the pin relatively to d. At first sight we 
see1n to have altered nothing from Fig. 183 of the last 
section, but it takes very little examination to see that the 
on1ission of b has been accompanied by a serious practical 
drawback, namely the substitution of line contact for su,face 
contact. This we know to be inevitable with the use of 
higher pairing (p. 57 ). If we could only suppose our 
links made with the extremest accuracy in dimensions, and 
of material so hard that its wear under ordinary forces was 
indefinitely small, there are very many cases in which the 
saving of a link would not be purchased too dearly by the 
substitution of higher for lower pairing. But in fact these 
conditions can never be attained. The wear in such a 
mechanism as that of Fig. 188, would be so great and so 
rapid that the motions of the link$ would speedily lose their 
required degree of constraint, and the machine would, in 
ordinary ·language, " knock itself to pieces." 

There was, of course, no kinematic necessity for making 
the higher element upon a a circular pint; this has been done 
simply because it was most convenient to do so. Nor was 
there any necessity for placing it exactly where the crank 
pin formerly was ; this also has been done merely for con
venience' sake. The pin, for instance, might equally well 

have been placed at 2' instead of at 2. But in that case the 

slot would have taken the form shown in the dotted line, 

,vhich of course would have been very much 1nore trouble

some to make than the simple circular arc. 
In Fig. 189 is shown a slider crank chain with the link 

nowc, the block, omitted. The links b and d are 
form of a connected by higher pairing, which has taken the 

cylindrical pin on b working in a straight slot in d. }..s 
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before, the result is that by omiiting a link we h;n·e had to 
replace the surface contact of two lower pairs by the line 
contact of a higher one, with the practical drawbacks 
already mention<.'ti. 

Fig . 190  shows another way in which d and b can be 
paired together if c be omincd. Here we have commenced 
by giving to d, for its element, the form of a straight bar, 
finding all the positions of this bar re!:iti\·ely to b, and con
structing the envelope of these positions in the shape of 
ct1rvcd profiles to projections placed upon the end of b. 

(�;55, 
!his form of higher pairing has been very frequently used 
in practice, apparently with imperfect recognition of the 
fact that it is incomplete in its constrainment, the smallest 
distance between the two curves being unavoidably greater 
than the breadth of the bar. At and near the ends of the 
Stroke, therefore, the relative positions of /, and d are not 
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absolutely fixed by the pairing, a defect which cannot be 
rectified without substituting some other form for that of the 
straight bar as the element of the pair belonging to d. 

( 
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FIG. 192. 

In Figs. 191 and 19 2 are shown two reduced forms of 
a linkwork parallelogram. In Fig. y91 the link c is 
omitted, in Fig. 192, the link d. In both cases the links 
formerly connected by the omitted link are now directly 

0 
FIG. 191. 
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FIG. 193. 

connected by higher pairing, and in both cases it has been 
possible to use for the higher pair a pin and a circular slot. 

In Fig. 193 is shown a very different form of higher 
pairing, used in the mechanism already examined in Figs• 
1 1 9 and 142, in which opposite links are equal but 
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1m1,�p araild. Here the link 6 is omitted, and the links a 
and c are paired by help of theiricentrodes, whichi:tieimade 
into elliptic toothed wheels. In § H, p. 150, we have 
already looked at  the use of such whc.:ls from another 
point ofi\'icw. 

H it bc desircditoiutiliseionlyi theimotioniof oneilinkiinia 
chain,i a!litheiothers except the fixed link mayibe omitted, 
in which e.ue the chain simply reduces itself to a pair of 
clements, necessarily a higher pair. Such a reduction, 

however, pc:,$SeiSses, for engineering purposes,cvcn greater 
drawbacks than the reductior.$ already mentioned, andiYcry 
SCldomh:i.sicounterbalancing:id\·anugcs. Twoicascs ofit arc 
sketched in .Figs. 194 :ind 195. The first of these shows a 
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slider crank from which the links a and c are omitted. 
The higher element on b takes the form of two circular 
pins,1 and the corresponding element t>n d of two slots, one 
straight and one circular.t· There is, of course, only line 
contact throughout. Fig. 1 9  5 shows the converse case,
when b and d are omitted, and a paired directly to c. The 
original form of the mechanism here reduced is shown in 
Fig. 185 of the last section, where its relation to the 
slider crank was discussed. 

§ 54.-INCOMPLETE CONSTRAINMENT. 

vVE started in § 1 with the assumption that constrained 
motion \\·as an absolute necessity in any combination that was 
to be used in a perfect machine. \Ve have found, however, 
that there are many mechanisms which possess one or more 
unconstrained positions, and are to a corresponding extent 

existence of a change-point, already discussed in § 

unavailable or in1perfect
section summarise the 

as machines. vVe shall in this 
conditions under which such 

mechanisms are used. 
A very common cause of want of constrainment is the 

21, 

p. 147. We have there seen how a mechanism can be con
strained at its change-point by compelling the centrodes 
corresponding to the required form of motion to roll upon
one another, which effectually shuts out the possibility of 
any change. Another and more common method is to 
duplicate the mechanism with another, so placed that it is 
always in some completely constrained position when the 
first mechanism is passing its change-point. Perhaps tbe 

As to form and posi:ion of these pins, see remark in connection 
,vith Fig. 188. 

1 
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mostwhere a p,tir of parallel crankcommon illustration of this is sketched in Fig. 196, s a ande,, connected by a coupling rod /J (as in a locomotive), which would be uncon· strained at two posiLions in each re,·olution, are made completely constrained by the addition of the duplicate cranks a' and l (with theecoupkrh') placed (say)eat right angles to the original ones. 

8
' I> • :  

The existence of dead points in a mechanism is not to � confused with that of change-points. The change-point ts inherent in the ehain itself, andereprcsents theepossibility of change intosome differentchain orinto a pair of elcments.Thechain, or deadpoint, on the other hand, is not inherent in the even in anyeJXttticu\ar mechanism formed from the chain, but depends on the JXtnicular link which VI the<lriving link, and theeJXtrticular way in which the driving force &cts upon that link. Thus the ordinaryslider-er.i.nk(Fi;;. 182), if  it be used as the driving mechanism of a 

http:ordinaryslider-er.i.nk
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steam engine, whereic is the driving link, has a dead point 
atieachiendiof theistrokeiof c. But if the same mech:ln
ism be uscd as a pump,i"·hcre the crank is the driving link, 
and receil·e from any source a continuollll rotary motion, 
thereiareinoideadipoints.. 

The dead point, where it exists, mayibe passed by means 
of a duplication of the chain, such as has been described 
abo,·e as used for passing a change-point. The double 
slider-crank chain of Hg. 197 is a familiar illustration of 

this. More often, howe,·er,i the dead point is passed hY 
help ofa fly-wheel or othetirotatingmas&,in whichi;ufficicnl 
cncrgyi is stored up at other p:irts of the stroke. A eon· 
strainmcnt of the former kind, effected by means of some 

addition to the mechan:Sm, maybe called a chain-cloisure. 
while constrainment by means of some special force or 
pressure,iprovidediiniconnectioniwithithe masses of certain 
parts of the m:r.chine, may be called force-clo sure (ICC 
also § 51). 
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Force-closiure is very freqiuently employed for completing 
the constraint of pairs of elements, when the form of one 
of them is left kinematic;i.lly incomplete, as in the case of 
Figs. r98  and 199. In these cases it is generally the 
weight of one of the bodies which itself s upplies the force 
necessary for constraint. In case of the occiurrence of any 
disti urbing force, this force takes the place of the resisting 
str�scs which woul<l, in a complete pair of element�, 
prevItent change of motion. 

remains to mention, in this section, a c urioius case 
Which occasionally occurs, in which a me,;hanism is 
employed whose motion!!, were they allowed to develop 

l 

themselves, woiuld be unconstrained, b ut in which only ex• 
C:Cssively small motions are permitted, and in which, after 
such motions ha, ·e occiurred, the mechanism is always 
broi ught back to precisely its starting position before it is 
ma.de use of. Fig. 100 shows in o utline a mechanism of 
Ibiskind, which is used in some testing machincs,1 as a s ub
stitute for a train of lc1·ers having a very large " mechanical 
advantage." Jt consists of a lever, b, pivotted at I to one 
end of a fixed link, a, and loaded at its o uter end. Its
long arm is connected by c to a linkwork parallelogram, 
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d, e, I, g; the upper link of whicl1 carries at its outer end a 
small weight w;_ which balances a large resistance W on b. 
The link g is pivotted at 3 to the upper end of the fixed 
link a. The pair 2, connecting c to d, is placed so as not 
to be directly under 3, but some small distance to· the right 
of it. The mechanis1n is clearly unconstrained, for either 
b or g could be fixed as well as a, and still all the other 
links could move, and this we know to be i11consistent with 

1o�r original definition of constrainment in mechanisms.
Its want of constrainn1ent comes out at once if the attempt 
be made to find its twenty-one virtual centres,-it will be 

w 
b 

d 
2 

C 

f Wi 

TV 

Fie. 200. Fie. 201 • 

found that many of them are indeterminate. To constrain the 
mechanism it would be necessary to place another element 
upon a and to pair d to it at a point directly below the point 3· 
So far as the balance of W and Wi is concerned the parallelo· 
gram then becomes superfluous, and the mechanism is 
statically equivalent to that of Fig. 201,  which requires 
no further explanation. But in order that W may be as 
small as it is wished to be in the particular machine in 
question, the distance 3' 2 must be excessively small-SO 
small as to be constructively impracticable, owing to the 

Theabsolutely necessary din1ensions of the knife edges. 

1 See § 1 1. 

.,:,:· 
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device of the parallelogram is therefore adopted in order to 
get 3 and 2 upon different links, so that the horizontal 
distance between them (the real length of the short arm of 
the lever g) may be made, with absolutely no constructive 
inconvenience, as small as is pleased. It was only one centi
metre, for instance, in a 7 5-ton testing machine exhibited at 
Philadelphia in 1 876. The purpose of the mechanism (as 
used in a testing machine) is to measure W by means of u,;. 
For this purpose it has to be assumed that the leverages of 
the mechanism, as constructed, are as determinate as those 
of the simple combination of Fig. 2 0 1, which it repre
sents. This cannot be the case if even small changes in 
the position of the different links be permitted. In the 
tnachine, therefore, special arrangements are made by which 
both the links b and g can be placed accurately parallel 
and horizontal before the value of fVi is read off. It would 
not be sufficient to have only one of the two links mentioned 
horizontal, because, as we have seen, that would not con
strain the position of the other links. But if both b and g 
are brought into known positions, the positions of all the 
0ther links ( and therefore the " mechanical ad vantage " of 
the mechanism as a whole) becomes determinate. The 
mechanism is therefore, as above described, moveable and 
unconstrained, but rendered available in a machine by 
making use of one of its positions only. Ho,v far this use 
of the mechanism is advisable, or within what limits its 
results are trustworthy, is a matter which has· to be settled 
by practical experience. 
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§ 55.-THE PARALLELOGRAM. 

THE simple linkwork parallelogram,-a four-link chain, 
with opposite links equal-has some special properties 
which deserve noting, both on account of their geometrical 
interest, and because they are so frequently utilised in 
practice. Such a parallelogram is shown in Fig. 202, its 
links lettered a, b, c and d. Let it be supposed that only 
one point in it is fixed, (viz,, 0, the join of a and d) instead 
of a whole link. Draw any line through 0, as 0BC, cutting 

FIG, 202. Fir.. 203. 

2 

FIG. 204. 

' 

FIG. 205. 

the two non-adjacent links in B and C. Then in whatever 
position the mechanism be placed, these three points will 
always lie upon one line. For by similarity of triangles, 

3}!_ = 3 c, so that 3B = 40 x �, and B must there,
4 0  4C 4 G' 

fore always occupy the same position on the link b. Further, 

the ratio g; = t and is therefore constant for all posi· 
_ 
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tions of the mechanism. From this it follo,vs that if B 
be made to trace any curve or line whatever, C will describe 
a precisely similar curve or line on a larger scale. By moving 
B upwards, the ratio of exaggeration can be increased to 
any extent. Or on the other hand by making OC less than 
OB (Fig. 203), the copy ,vill be on a smaller scale than t_he 
original. The parallelogram finds numberless applications of 
this kind as a " pantagraphe" or copying machine, for enlarg
ing or reproducing maps or drawings.

It is not necessary that the fixed point O be at the join of 
two links, as in the foregoing cases ; it may be taken at 
any point of any link, as iJ in Figs. 204 and 205. In 
this case on·e of the opposite pin centres, as 2 ( = B), be
comes one of the two tracing points, the other lies at C 

. . . COUp h 1.on t e 1ne BO. The ratio of exaggeration 1s In 
B 0. 

Fig. 205, this ratio is made equal to 1, so that the copy is 
a duplicate simply, of the same size as the original.

Professor Sylvester was the first to point out that _the pro
perties of the parallelogram just mentioned were not con
fined to points, such as C and B, lying in one line with the 
fixed point. In Fig. 206, a b  c d are again four links of 
a parallelogram, of which the vertex O is fixed. The point
P is any point on the link a, and the point .P' a point on 
the link b so placed that the tria_ngle P' MQ is similar to 
the triangle MP N, the angles at P', llf, and Q, being equal 

MQto those at M, P, and N, respectively. Then pN = 
NM (j_P' 

so that PN ...:.. Nltf and OQ=therefore pN . The 
iv.IQ QP .NO· QP' 

angles PNO and OQP' are also equal. The triangles P.NO 
and OQP' are therefore similar in all respects, and 
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OP ON . . . _ - -- h" h , w 1c 1s a constant ratio. The ratio of the
OP' QP'
distances of P and .P' from O is therefore the same for all 
positions of the mechanisn1. It can be readily shown, also,
that the angle POP' re1nains constant for all positions of 
the mechanism. The points .P' and Pmust therefore move 
in si,nilar curves, so that one copies the motion of the other, 
but not only is the copy a different size from the original in 

the ratio O.P,1 but it is shifted from it round O by a cer-
UP •

tain definite angle POP. An instrument for tracing curves 
in this fashion has been called by Professor Sylvester a 
Plagiograph, or Skew Pantagraph. 

R 
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FIG, 2o6. FIG. 207. 

If we combine the parallelogram with other links to forill 
a compound mechanism as in Fig. 207, we do not, of 
course, deprive it of any of its own properties, but merely 

determine the actual forms of the paths of its points. TbUS 

P still copies the motion of P, and R' of R, just as theY 

Of course OP' may be made equal to OP, in which case i; == �, 

and the copy is a duplicate of the original. 

1 
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would if the point O only were fixed. But out of this 
mechanism we can construct two four-link mechanisms, each 
containing two links of the parallelogram, viz. a, d, e, f, and 
b, c, e, f These two mechanisms will evidently have the 
property that for every point (as P or R) on the link a of 
the one, there can be found one point (as P or R') on the 
link b of the other such that the pa th of the latter point
shall be similar to that of the former. This curious property 
Was first pointed out by Mr. Kempe.

One of the principal uses to which the parallelogram is 
put in practice is the copying of the approximately straight
line drawn by one point of a parallel motion. This will be 
considered more fully in the next section. Other properties 
of the parallelogram will also be noticed in § 5 7. 

§ 56.-PARALLEL MOTIONS. 

UNDER the somewhat inappropriate name of " parallel 
?notionse" are included in this country certain mechanisms 
Possessing the characteristic that one or more points in 
them, not directly guided by sliding pairs, move approximately 
or accurately in straight lines. These mechanisms may be 
divided into three classes : (I.) those in which the straight
line is merely an extended copy of a line constrained by a 
sliding pair somewhere else in the machine ; ( 2.) those in 
Which the mechanism contains a sliding pair, but without 
copying its motion, and (3.) those in which all the links of 
the mechanism are connected by pin-joints, that is by
turning pairs. This last class is again subdivided into 
mechanisms in which the so-called straight line is merely
an approximation, and those in which it is mathematically

E E  
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exact, this latter class being or very modern origin.1 \Ve 
shall look at these different mechanisms in the order in 
which they have been mentioned. 

The mechanism belonging to the first class which is n1ost 
commonly used as a parallel n1otion is a slider crank in which 
the connecting rod is made equal in length to the crank. 
\Ve have already examined this mechanism (§§ 2 r and 42, 
pp. 1 46 and 3 r8) and seen that the centrodes of the links /J
and d are a pair of circles, one of which is t\vice the diameter 
of the other. Any point, therefore, on the link b, as M (Fig. 
208), which is at a distance 23 from the point 2, will describe 
a straight line, passing through the point 1, relatively to d. In 
order that this line n1ay reach its maximum possible length
of four times the crank radius, the sliding pair 4 must have 
a travel equal to twice the crank radius.2 1'his would have 
many inconveniences in practice, so that only the central 
1>art of the link is used, and this allows of the employment 
of a sliding pair ,vith comparatively very short travel, as 
shown in the figure. This parallel motion is generally known 
in this country as Scott Russell's. 

Another parallel motion, but one not so well known, is 
based on the mechanism of Fig. 185, § 52, ,vhich is, as we 
have seen, a slider crank in which three links (b, c and ti) are 
1nade infinitely long. In this case (Fig. 209) it can be seen 
at once that the point O is the virtual centre for the links 

ac 

1 On this part of the subject see particularly Mr. A. B. Kempe's, 
paper " On a General Method of Obtaining Exact Rectilinear Motion 
by Linkwork " in the Proc. R. S., 1875, as well as other papers cit� 
by him in his lectures, How to Draw a Straight Line (Macmillan, 
1877), this last a most interesting elementary statement of the matter, 
To Mr. Kempe's work I have been very much indebted in writing the 
latter part of this section. 

2 It is here supposed that the link is not requir�d to rotate, but JJJS.1 
merely s,ring backwards and for,vards. 
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a and c, and it may be left to the student to prove that the 
centrodes of these links arc again circles as in the last case,
the radius of the centrode of c, and the dia111eter of that of 
a, being equal to the distance O acS. Hence, exactly as in 
the last case, any point of a which lies upon its centrode 
will describe a straight line (passing through the point S)
relatively to c. The two sliding pairs may have, as in the 
last case, a travel comparatively much smaller than the 
stroke of the describing point M. The two sliding pairs
may be at right angles to each other (as in Fig .. 185), or 
at any other angle to each other, as in the figure here

•given. 
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In both these cases it has been mentioned that any point
upon the circular centrode might be used as the guided one. 
If required, therefore, several might be used simultaneously, 
and then the one (Fig. 208), or the two (Fig. 209) auxiliary 
sliding pairs might be made to constrain any number of 
�oints to move in straight lines. In each case all the straight
lines will pass through one point.

Fig. 2 1o is an example of the second· class of parallel
lllotions enumerated above, in which a sliding pair is still em
�loyed, but by which only an approximation to a straight line 
18 obtained. In order that the centrodes of two bodies rela-

E E 2 
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tively to each other may be the t,vo circles whose properties 
we have just been able to utilise, it is necessary and sufficient 
that any two points ofone should describe non-parallel straight 
lines relatively to the other. It follows (in consequence of 
the rolling of the centrodes) that all other points of the first 
body should describe ellipses relatively to the second. The 
relative motion of the two bodies \vould be just as completely
constrained by 1naking two points move in two of these ellipses 
as in the two straight lines, but this would not, of course, 
be practically so convenient. There is no difficulty, however, 
in finding circular arcs which very closely coincide with 
certain portions of these ellipses, and in getting rid, by their 
use, of one or both of the sliding pairs ,vithout causing the 

I 

d :
l4 Is ( 'f//iliiin>/lll11J/m»l}Jj)lt),il,mnmmmm»,;1,�7717m, /I '-

' . 1
mJ1T1Tm1nrlJl/nf, 1 

:' I·' 
FIG, 210. 

described line to vary much from accurate straightness. In 
Fig. 2 1o one sliding pair is retained, the path of 3 is therefore 
made accurately straight, but is (as explained in connection 
with Fig. 208) of very limited extent. The point M is the 
describing point, but the point 2 is not taken in the centre 
of 3 M, so that its path (if M moves accurately in a straight 
line) is an ellipse. 'fhe actual motion of 2 is, however, a 
circular arc, with centre at 1 ,  as constrained by the link a. 
If this circular arc sufficiently nearly coincides with the 
ellipse instead of which it is used, the path of M may be 
assumed, for most purposes of practical engineering, to be a 
straight line. The point r for any given position of 2 can 
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be best determined by finding the highest, lowest, and 
middle positions occupied by 2 if M does move in a straight 
line, and then using for I the centre of a circle dra,vn
through these three points. 1..he swing of the link b on 
each side of the centre line should not exceed 40° , and· the 
approximation is of course closer if the angle be smaller. 
As compared ,vith the exact motion for which this is a 
substitute, it has the constructive advantage that the path of 
M does not pass through the point 1 .  

If  a body move so that one line in it passes always
through one point, and one point in that line describes a 
straight line, its other points describe curves of a high order 
known as conchoids. These curves have, under suitable 
conditions, portions ,vhich are very nearly circular. If 
therefore, with suitably chosen points, ,ve cause a line to 
:move so that it al\vays passes through one point, and cause 
one point in that line to describe a circle closely coinciding
,vith a conchoidal arc, some other point in the line will 
describe approximately a straight line. 

Such a motion is obtained by the use of the inverted 
slider-crank mechanism (link b fixed, as in the oscillating
engine) of Fig. 2 1 r .  Here the point I in the link d is con
strained by the link a to turn al,vays about 2, in an arc 
approximately coinciding ,vith the conchoid, and the sliding 
pair at 4 compels the line 1 M of the same link to pass always
through the point 3. The paths of a few points of d are 
shown in dotted lines. The point M has a path which for 
a short distance may be taken to represent a straight line. 

With a moderate angular swing this mechanism gives a 
very good approximation to a straight line. The best position 
f�r the centre 2 can be found, for a given point 3 and a 
gtven length M I and patl1 of M, as before, viz., by finding
the positions of I for highest, lowest, and middle positions 
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of JJf, and taking for 2 the centre of a circle passing through 
the three points so found. 

The third class of parallel motions, those in which only
pin joints are used, n1ay be first illustrated by two forms 
,vhich are used as approximations to the exact parallel motion 
obtained by the help of sliding pairs ; they are shown in 
Figs. 2 1  2 and 2 I3. Thus for instance Roberts' motion,
shown in Fig. 2 I 2, is derived from the trammel motion of 
Fig. 209. 1'he straight paths of the two end points of the link 
a are replaced by circular arcs, approximations, in reality,to 
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the elliptical paths of other points of that link, the links 
b and d being connected to c by pins instead of by sliding
blocks. The point M describes a good approximation to a 
straight line for a certain part of its path. 

Most commonly the point Mis made to lie on the line 34, so 
that its path coincides with the axis of the link c. In this case 
the lengths 23, 2 M, M 1 ,  and 14 are all equal, and should 
be not less titan 0·42 of the length of the link c,1 and as much 
greater as possible. The length of a will obviously be equal to 

1 Rankine, Machinery and Mil/work, ch::tp. v. sect. 5. 
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half that of c. If it be inconvenient to make the path of M 
coincide with the line 34, it may be placed outside it, as in 
the figure. In that case the best points for 3 and 4 for any 
assumed triangle 2 M I  will be found as in the former cases by 
finding the three positions of the points 2 and 1 for the ends 
and middle of the travel of M, assuming that travel to be 
.accurately straight, and tl1en taking 3 and 4 as the centres of 
circles passing through each set of three points.

Fig. 2 1 3  shows a linkwork parallel motion which gives an 
approximation to the already only approximate rectilinear 
motion obtained in Fig. 2 1o. The infinite links c and d of 
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FIG. 213. 

the slider-crank are replaced by ordinary links, and the 
straight path of the point 3 by an arc of a circle. So long 
as the length of c is not less than the whole travel of llf 
Which is utilised as straight, the approximation given by this 
rnechanism is sufficiently good for most practical purposes. 
The point I must be determined in the way described in 
CO!lnection with Fig. 2 1o. 

By using for 3 not the point originally moving in a straight
line,· but some other point of b whose proper path is an 
ellipse-and so substituting the circular arc for an elliptic
0ne (as already ,vith the point 2) instead of for a straight 
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line-we can obtain other modifications of the mechanisms, 
which may sometimes be convenient 

Fig. 2 14  shows the ordinary Watt motion, the best known 
and most often used of all the approximate parallel n1otion! 
In the most common and best form of this mechanism th 
links b and d are equal, and the describing point M is i11 

the middle of the link a ;  the length of a is made about . 
equal to the intended stroke of AI; in their mid-positions b 
and d are parallel and lie at right angles to the path of M, 
and the points I and 2 deviate to right and left of that path 
by equal amounts at the n1iddle and ends of their swing.1 

I ', 1r . ', u 
. . ' ..I '• I ' ' 

I I ' 
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... 
In any given case it is advisable to obtain as many of these 
conditions as possible, even if all cannot be simultaneously 
secured. 

The following are some of the principal constructions 
connected with the Watt parallel motion. Let there be 
given (Fig. 2 1 5) the path of the point Mand its mid-position,
and the axis of the link b in its mid-position with its centre 
3. I t  is required to find the point 2 which fixes the length 

1 See as to this and the constructions following, Rankine, Machinery 
an,l Afil!work, chap. v. sect. 5. 
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of,b, and the distance 2 .llf. The condition to be fulfilled by 
2 is that its middle and end positions should be to right and 
left of the path of JI£ by equal amounts. Make ST equal to 
one quarter of the stroke of M, and draw T2 at right angles 
to 3 T. The point 2 ,vill then be in the required l)Osition.
32 will be the length of b, 2 .llf ,vill be a part of the link a 
in its mid-position, and 2' ,vill be the position of 2 when at 
the end of its stroke ( 2' T= 2 T). If PI I = 2 M, then d = b 
and the point 4 can be found at once. But if I be at any 
Point 1', so that M 1' is not equal to 2 M, then the best 
result (to make the point I fulfil the conditions above 
prescribed for 2) will be obtained by setting off S'M' =SM,
and dra,ving 3 M' to get the point 4', as sho,vn in dotted 
lines in the figure. The link d then becomes d ', . with a 
length 1'4' and a centre at the point 4'. 

The complete curve traced by the describing point in the 
Watt n1otion is in form a distorted figure-of-eight, called a 
le11111iscoid. The part actually used for a straight line is in 
reality wavy, and has five points whicl1 actually do lie upon
0ne straight line. In the best forms of the mechanism 
three of these five points coalesce in the centre point.

As used in beam engines, the \Vatt parallel motion is 
generally combined with a copying mechanism, in the shape
of a parallelogram (see § 55), for increasing the length of 
the line in a way not involving so much weight and space
as Would the enlargement of the parallel motion itself. 
This is shown in Fig. 2 16. The parallel motion !)roper
�onsists of the four links a, b, d and the fixed link c. M 
18 the guided point, as before. The link b is generally the 
main beam of the engine, and it would be very inconvenient 
t? connect a to the end of the beam and provide by a huge
11?k d' the direct parallel motion for the point E, above the 
piston rod. Some point such as M therefore, which has 
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much smaller stroke, is directly guided, and additional links 
e andf are added to form a parallelogram such that E, M and 
0 lie all upon one line. (In practice the point E would be 
first fixed, and M found from it.) It was shown in § 5 5 that 
in this case E would copy the motion of M, and the motion 
of M having already been made {approximately) rectilinear 
the motion of E will be (approximately) rectilinear also. 

In most cases the point 2 is taken at half the bean1 

radius, and�= 2. The points 5 and 1 then coincide, 

while the points 4 and E and the axes of the links d and / 
appear to coincide when in their mid-position. 
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The motion of the point M is generally utilised for one of 
the pump rods of the engine. By adding other parallel 
links to the parallelogram other points can be found also 
moving in straight lines, which may be, and often are,
utilised for other pump rods on the engine.

Perqaps the most modern of approximate parallel motions 
is that of Professor Tchebicheff, of St. Petersburg, of \vhich 
there was a small example in the Vienna Exhibition of 
18 7 3.1 · This motion is shown in Fig. 2 1 7 and gives a very 

. . 1 E · · 1 8, ngzne!'rtng, vo • xvi. p. 2 4. 
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good approximation to a straight line. The links b and d 
are equal, and may be made each about 1 ·3 times the 
length of c. The length of a may be 0·4 of the length of c. 
The describing point M is in the middle of a. The travel 
of M may be anything less than the distance 34. The 
points 3 and 4 should be found as already described for the 
Roberts' parallel motion. 

1,he first of the exact linkwork parallel motions was•
invented as recently as 1864 by M. Peaucellier, a French 
engineer officer. We have already once or twice (Fig.
1 28) used it in problems, but without examining its special 
theory or properties, which we shall now proceed to do. 

' 
' '-

FIG. ,17. 

The Peaucellier parallel motion is a compound mechanism 
having eight 1 links. Of these eight, four (a, b, c, and d)
are equal, and form a rhombus in all positions (see Figs.
2 I8 and 2 19). The others are equal in pairs, viz., e and

f are equal, of any length that will permit them to be 

. 
1 It is usuaily called a " seven-bar" mechanism, the eighth or fixed

ltnk not being counted, and the same nomenclature has been used for 
the other exacte·eparallel motions. This is, I think, to be regretted, for 
t�e fixed link is just as much, or as little, a bar as any of the other 
links. 
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jointed to each other at one end (P), and to opposite 
angles of the rhombus (!). and T) at the other. The 
remaining links, I:. and g, are also equal ; they are jointed to 
each other at Q, to the common point of e and / (P), and 
to a third angle of the rhombus (N), in the fashion shown 
in the figures. If the link h be now fixed, th� remaining 
angle of the rhombus M ,vill move accurately in a straight
line at right angles to the axis PQ of the fixed link. 

Fie. 218 • Fie. 2r7. 
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The six links first mentioned, a to f, form together what 
is called a Peaucellier cell. Of the other two links one is 
the fixed link, and the other (g) swings so that its end 
point N moves in a circle passing through P. 

Considering in the first place only the Peaucellier cell 
(Fig. 2 20), we notice that (from the given conditions as to 
equality and symmetry of its links) the three points P, JI, 
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and .1.lf must al,vays lie on one straight line. If now we 
call the mid-point of the rhombus V, ,ve have 

PS2 == PV2 + V.52, and 
SM2 

= JJ:fV2 + f/""52: from which 
PS2-S1J£2 == PV2-MV2 

== (PV-Mll) (PV + MV) 
= PN. PM 

:\s PS and S1lf are constants 
the product PN.P M must be constant also, whatever the 
.. for any given mechanism, 

Position of the nzechanisnz. 
Going back now to Fig. 2 18, which sho\.vs the complete

rnechanism, and supposing N to be at N', the point 
opposite P, and M therefore to be in some position M' in 
line with PN', then 

PN. PMa= PN'. PM', and 
PN P1l11 

= 0 
· PN' PM

The triangles P.1.VN' and PM'M must therefore be similar, 
as the angle at P is common to both of them. But the 
Points N', N and P lie, by construction, upon a circle of 
Which PN' is a diameter, the angle PNN' is therefore a•right angle, as being the angle in a semicircle. The angle 
MM 'P is therefore a right angle also. But this will be 
true whatever the position of the mechanism, that is, for any 
Possible position of the point M. Hence the point M nzust 
move so as a!u,ays to lie upon-in other words so as to 
descn·be-a straight line at right angles to PQ, the axis of the 
fixed link.I 

d 
1 I.n this case the straight line is described as the inverse of the circle 

escr1bed by N. If N described some other curve than a circle, M 
;ould describe the inverse of that curve, ,vhich would, of course, not 

e a  straight line. It was from this property of the Peaucellier cell 
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In concluding this section we may now go on to consider 
the more general cases of exact link,vork parallel motions 
which have recently been discovered. Although several 
other mathematicians, notably Professor Sylvester, have 
worked at these problems, we are indebted to 11r. Kempe 
(whose papers have been cited above) for the most com
plete and general investigation of them, of ,vhich a few 
only of the leading features are given in the following
paragraphs. 
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Let 1234 (Fig. 2 2 1 )  be any four-link mechanism of the 
lever-crank type. If the angle 2 1 4  be bisected in 1S, and 
a similar mechanism 12'3' 4' be placed symmetrically to 1S 

as an axis, the second mechanism is said to be the image
of the first. The iIJ,lage need not be the same size as the 
original mechanism, but may be reduced or enlarged in any 

ratio, as shown in dotted lines. It remains an image so 
long as its links are parallel to those of the original equal 
• I IIimage 1 2  3 4 .  

that its value as a parallel motion was originally discovered. Mr. Kempe 
bas shown, however, that the Peaucellier motion may really be taken 
as a very special case of the more general parallel motions now to be 
described. It may be further noted that if the links g and h be not 
equal, M will describe the arc of a circle, and the mechanism may be 
utilised in this form for describing accurately circular arcs of very Jarge 
radius. 
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• 

PARALLEL l\10TIONS. 

In Fig. 2 2 2  abed is an ordinary four-link n1echanism, of 
Which a is the fixecl link. Conjoined with this is a second 
rnechanism 1 2'3 

14' (a'b'c'd'), which is a reduced image of the 
first. 1'he axes of the links a and d' are n1ade to coincide, 
and also those of d and a'. The ratio in \vhich the second 
rnechanisn1 copies the first, i.ae. the ratio 

a' b' � d' - =  -=- - ,ve may call = K.=eda b c 

It can be sho\vn that in all positions of this compound
mechanism its one part remains an image of the other. 
The fixed link of the mechanism carries three elements. 
?ne is paired with the compound link da', each of the others 
1s paired with a simple link, here b and c'. If now any 
Point (as P) be taken on one of these two links (as b), it can 
?e shown that it is always possible to find a correspond
ing point (as P') on the other (as c'), the distance of which 
from P, n1easured parallel to the axis of the fixed link, shall 
be the same for all positions of the mechanisn1. It is on 
this property of this type of con1 pound mechanism that its 
Usefulness as a parallel n1otion depends. To utilise it, it is 
necessary to choose a particular point P, and to obtain the 
:most convenient form of mechanism ,ve must also choose a 
Particular value for the ratio K \Ve get ,vhat is perhaps the 
lllost general form of exact parallel motion by giving Kany 
Value, but making 

= (a-Kd) ab 
2 p 

(a

'With these proportions the constant distance N N' becomes 
e:iua} to half of the distance 2 4'. If then \Ve add to our 
sue links two others, PM and MP', the one equal to P2 and 
the other to 4' P', the points P and p, will remain always 

2 +b1) - (c2 + a!.) 
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the vertices of two isosceles triangles whose bases lie in the 
line 14', and the point M must move exactly along that line. 

An immense number of modifications of this mechanism 
can be devised, but perhaps the most convenient is that 
shown in Fig. 223, which moves with great freedom, and 
has a relatively enormous stroke for its describing point. 

In this mechanism the value of K is made equal to !! , and 

the link b equal to the link c, while 
(a-Kd) ab a2o-d2b

2 p = = b. -(a2 +b2) - (ct + tf1.) a2-d·> 

These proportions give us a mechanism in ,vhich a'a= d, b = c, 
b' = c, P coincides with 3, P' with 3', and 2' with 4. Of 

b 
p 

a 

.f. 

d 

a' 

F1G. 222. F1G. 223. 

course from a constructive point of view it is awkward to 
allow the point M to pass the points 4', 2 and 1, but not· 
withstanding this it is very possible that there may be some 
cases in which the other advantages of this mechanism maY 
cause it to be practically used, cases, namely, where a slider 
may be inadmissible, and where an ordinary approximate 
motion would be too unwieldy for the long stroke required. 
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We shall consider only one more form of exact linkwork 
parallel motion, namely that of Mr. Hart, 1 which is 
geometrically most notable because it contains only six links 
instead of eight, but which is not perhaps of so much 
practical interest as those already described, because the 
dimensions of the mechanism are very large in proportion 
to the length of the line described. Fig. 224 shows an 
anti-parallelogram, 1 234, cut by any line PM parallel to. 13 

or 24. Such a line cuts the axes of the links in four points, 

FJG. 224. 

PNMV, ,vhich divide the links in a constant ratio, that is, 
I� 1M 3N 3 V  The four points PNMV, therefore, p = -- - - - - .2 M4 - N2 - V4 
Will remain always in one line, however the mechanism 
moves. If we turn P2N round to PT N, and draw TQ 
Parallel to 1 2  and 1R parallel to TP, it can easily be seen 
that in M1 .RP, and NTPQ we have halves of two Peau
cellier cells. From the proof already given we know, there
fore, that each of the products NP. .NQ and MP. MR will 
he constant for all positions of the mechanism ; therefore 
the joint product NP.NQ x MP.MR, must be constant 

· MP NQalso. But by symmetry MR �VP ' so that of the four = 
Cambridge Messenger of Mathematics, 1875, vol. iv. p. 82, &c. 

F F 

1 
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quantities just given, MP.NPa= MR.NQ, from which it 
follows that 

PM. PN = constant 

-here, as in the Peaucellier cell, for all positions of the 
mechanism. (Similarly it can be shown that VM. VN., 
PH.NV., and PM.MV, are all products which remain con
stant for all positions of the mechanism.) We can there
fore convert this anti•parallelogram into an exact parallel 
motion by the addition of two equal links, exactly as in the 
former case. Thus PS and SM may be added, and PS 
fixed. The point N will then describe a straight line at 
right angles to PS. 

§ 57.-PARALLEL MOTIONS. (Continued. ) 

The name " parallel motion " is in this country so firmly 
connected with the straight-line mechanisms discussed in 
the last section, that it would seem pedantic to deny it to 
them. It is nevertheless a somewhat unsuitable name for 
them, and describes much better another class of mechanisms 
which we shall now examine, and in which one or more links 
are constrained to move always parallel to themselves. 
For these mechanisms no special name seems to have 
been proposed, and we shall not attempt to supply the 
deficiency. 

The simplest of these mechanisms ( disregarding, of course, 

those in which the desired motion is obtained by the use of 

sliding pairs) is the parallelogram itself (Fig. 225), in which 

if any link be fixed the opposite link has a motion of trans
lation only, all its points moving with equal velocity in 

circular paths of equal diameter. This applies not only to 

points along the axis of the link, but to any points whatever 
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connected with it. A few such paths are sketched in the figure. In its simplest form the parallelogram· is used in the ordinary '' parallel ruler," where only the parallelism of b and d is utilised, motions of points being left out of the question. 

Fig. 226 shows a common application of this in what is known as the Roberval balance. The parallelogram is doubled by the addition of one link, I, and the links c and I remain always parallel to each other, and at the same distance from a. The scale tables, therefore, connected with 

Fie;. 226. 
FrG. 227. 

them, remain always horizontal. The often-proposed type of '' feathering paddle-wheel '' shown in Fig. 2 2 7, utilises the same mechanism in the same fashion. It should be lllentioned, perhaps, that this motion is quite different from !hat really required in a feathering paddle-wheel, and that it Would be quite useless for any such purpose. Ir two �att ?'otions, having equal radius ro?s, be c�m
b 

ned, as 1n Figs. 228 and 229-the mechanisms having 
bi 
een proportioned in the way given on p. 42 5-the distance 

F F 2 

C 

FtG. 225. 

', 
', 

b 

---

' 
a 

c' 
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• 

between the two describing points M and M' would remain 
constant if those points described accurately straight lines,
and will in practice change so extremely little that it may be 
assumed to be constant. They may therefore be connected 

t 

t ;,: 

/ 

, ....... ---......,- -
;,11 J, {' 

lit' 

.( J f ,1 
,.,, .,'/ 

FIG, 228. FIG. 229. 

by a link t, and all points in that link will move in parallel 
and (approximately) straight lines. Such a mechanism would 
fom1 a very easily working linkwork carriage for a straight 
moving table where the use of slides was objectionable. 

FIG. 230. 

Fig. 2 30 shows another approximate motion of the same 
type (but with one link less) proposed by Mr. Kempe, and 
based upon the Tchebicheff parallel motion already described 
( see Fig. 2 1 7). The length of the link e, to which the table 
is connected, should be half that of the fixed link c, and the 
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length of/ one-half that of b or d. The point Nlies midway 
along the link b. 

In conclusion, three of Mr. Kempe's mechanisms may be 
given, which, although more complex than those just looked 
at, give motions which are exact instead of only approximate. 
The mechanism a b c d (Fig. 231) is a " kite " (or four
link mechanism in which adjacent links are equal, in 
which the long links c and d are made twice the length 
of the short ones, a and b. With it is compounded another 
kite, a' b' c d', exactly half its size, in such a way that 
d' coincides with a, and a' lies along d. It can readily be 
shown that in such a mechanism the line joining Mand .M' is 

• 

a'd' 

d 
ar 

Fie. 231. 

always perpendicular to the axis of the link d. Let now the 
links b and c' be extended through O to M'

1 
and M

1 
re

spectively, and let a new double kite, exactly equal and similar 
to the first, ·be constructed on these extended links. The 
P<>ints � and M\ must always lie on a line parallel to 
MM', and the new link d

1 
must therefore always remain 

Parallel to the original link d. Further, as iJ 1s fixed, the 
symmetry of the mechanism constrains d1 to remain always 
not only parallel to, but in line  with, d. Thus any table, or 
other body, attached to d1 will have a simple motion of trans
lation, all its points moving in parallel straight lines, not only 
approximately, but exactly. 
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In Fig. 232 is given a modification of this mechanism 
in which the link d1 is constrained to move at right angles 
to the fixed link d, instead of parallel to it. The mechanism 
consists of the same pair of double kites as before, but 
differently connected together.

Fig. 233, lastly, shows how this motion can be applied 
to an ordinary double '' parallel ruler," to constrain not only 
parallelism of position but straight-line motion. Three of 
the links of the last figure are omitted, and their places taken 
by three links of the double parallelogram. Two kites 
remain, one large and one small, compounded externally with 

FIG. 232. FIG. 233. 

•
each other and with the two outer links of the parallel 
motion. The motion of d1 relatively to d is exactly the same 
as in the last case. 

It is perhaps well to point out that the practical applica
tions of many of the mechanisms described in this section 
are very limited in number. It was long ago pointed out by
Dr. Pole 1 that the greater loss by friction in guides than in 
the pins of a parallel motion was after all not a quantity
sensibly affecting the economical working of a steam engine,
and the same thing is true for other machines. The making 

1 See Proc. Inst. Civil Engineers, vol. ii. {1843) p. 69. 
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of truly plane surfaces is no"v, moreover, comparatively easy
and inexpensive, and it is generally more easy to ensure that 
the motions of slides shall be unaltered by the wear of these 
surfaces than that the motions of points in linkwork shall be 
unaltered by the smaller, but less regular, wear in the pins
and eyes.t. Hence in ordinary machinery, where large
forces come into action, and where therefore much wear 
accompanies the motion, it is not probable that linkwork 
connections will again take the place oft· slides for the 
constrainment of parallel motions. In the beam engine,
however, the Watt motion still holds its own, and seems 
likely to continue to do so, and there are probably not a few 
cases of light instruments, or experimental apparatus, where 
the effects of wear are small enough to be left out of 
account, and where the " sweetness " of the link work motions 
would rightly cause tl1em to be preferred to slides. 

' 

§ 58.-0RDER OF MECHANISM S ;  CHAINS WITH 
LOWER PAIRING (PINS AND SLIDES). 

ALL the mechanisms hitherto examined or used for illus
tration, which have contained only " lowert" pairs (namely
pin joints or slides)-except the doubled double-kite of the 
last section-have belonged to what may be called the 
first order.· In all of them (with the exception named) it 
,vas possible, if the positions of any two links were given, to 
find the positions of all the other links by mere straight-line 
and circle constructions. Or putting it otherwise, we may say
that it ,vas possible, if the mechanism were given in any one 
Position, to find by such constructions all its other possible
P0sitions. In all of them, also, it was possible, by equally.snnple constructions, and by the use of the theorem of the 
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three virtual centres (see p. 7 3), to find the virtual centre 
of every link relatively to every other. Although both these 
conditions are fulfilled by the great majority of mechanisms 
with which we have to deal practically, which, therefore, be
long to the first order, there are some mechanisms-and these 
not unimportant-which cannot be dealt with in this fashion, 
and which, therefore, belong to higher orders. Without 
attempting here to classify completely such mechanisms into 
different orders-for probably all those which are of much 
practical importance belong to two orders-we shall simply 
examine two or three of them in order to show their 

. characteristics, and the way in which they require to be 
handled. 

FIG. 23◄· 

As a simple, although unusual example, let us take first 
Mr. Kempe's compound kite chain (Fig. 234), some of whose 
properties have been noticed in the last section. Suppose 
the links c and d to be given in any of their possible relative 
positions, and t_he lengths of all the other links to be given 
also. As the mechanism is completely constrained we know 
that the position of all these links must be completely deter
mined by the given positions of c and d, and it is desired to 
dra,v the whole mechanism in the position thus determined. 

The first double kite can obviously be drawn at once, and if 

we knew the properties of this particular mechanism, namely, 
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that the two double kites must be symmetrical, and that d1 
must lie in line with d, there is of course no difficulty about 
drawing the second also. But as these are properties belong
ing to a very specially proportioned mechanism, and as in 
general we have no such helps to guide us, we shall suppose 
these properties to be unknown. We have, then, to start 
with, the positions of only the links OM and OM in the 
second mechanism, with the lengths of all the other links. 
With known radii a

1
, b

1
, and c1 respectively, we can draw the 

arcs of circles p, r, and s, and we know that on these arcs 
respectively must lie the points P, R, and S. We know, 
also, the distances between these points, and their relative 
Positions (namely, here all on one straight line). The posi
tion of the link d

1 
is uniquely determined by these condi

tions, but it cannot be found by any simple construction, or 
indeed any construction whatever that does not involve 
�ery complicated curves. PracticaUy it is best found (except
1n such special cases as this, where certain characteristics of
•its motion are known from general reasoning) by a process of 

fitting. A template, here a straight edge ( conveniently a 
Strip of paper), is marked with the three points, P, R, and 
S, at the proper distances apart, and the strip is moved 
about until a position is found for it in which the three 
Points lie simultaneously upon the three circles to which 
they correspond. The position of d

1 
being thus found, the 

!inks a
1
, b

1
, and c can at once be drawn, and the problem

solved. 
1 

It requires to be specially noticed, however, that the 
necessity of the " fittingt" process does not essentially
characterise this combination of links, but depends on the 
Particular links whose position are given as data in the 
Problem. Thus if d and d1 were given instead of d and c 
the point O could be at once found, so that we should have 

18 
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two links in each double kite (a and d in the one, a1 and d1 

in the other), by the aid of which the whole mechanism could 
be drawn in the usual way. Similarly if d and a1 were given, 
or d and c1, or either of several other combinations, the 
whole mechanism could be drawn at once without " fitting.'' 
But in practical cases only the position of a fixed link and 
one atf.jacent to it can be given. Positions of other links can 
seldom be directly known. In any case the whole of the 
forty-five virtual centres can be drawn by the methods 
already given, and without difficulty of any kind. It ma}'
be said, therefore, that as a kinematic chain (p. 62 ), this 
combination of links does not differ essentially from the 
most simple class. But considering the mechanisms that can 
be obtained from this chain, and remembering that one of 
the given links in the instances mentioned above must 
always be the fixed link of the mechanism, we may say that 
these mechanisms belong to a higher order-we may call it :& 

second order among mechanisms. The characteristic of 
this order is in every case that unless the positions of certain 
special links relatively to the fixed link forn1 part of the 
data, the position of the mechanism as a whole cannot be 
found by ordinary line and circle constructions, but requires 
either the fitting process or the drawing of complex curves to 
be employed. 

The ordinaryh" link motionh" of a steam engine (Fig. 235),
falls into precisely the same category as the last. It is 9 

chain of six links, four of which (a, b, c, and d,} form � 
simple quadriiateral or lever-crank. One of these four (a) is 
paired at a point 0, not upon its axis (Q R), with the fixed 
link /, and the opposite link c is connected to / at S by ,. 
single link e, attached to it at some point P, also in J1JOst 

cases not upon its axis (MN). Fig. 236 shows the wh�le 
combination put in a more schem�tic form, but in realitf 
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without any alteration from the proportions of the last 
figure. All the virtual centres of this chain (fifteen in 
number) can be found in the usual way. The chain may 
be said to belong to the first class as a chain, but exactly as 
in the last case some of the mechanisms formed from it 
belong to the second order. Thus with the link f fixed, 
and varying positions of a given, we cannot find the 
positions of the other links directly, but must have recourse 

' •• 
C 

•' 
• 

FIG. 235-

to the fitting process. Suppose, for instance, the position of 
a to change to ap so that we know the end points Q1 and 
-1?1 of d and b respectively. With these points as centres, 
and with radii equal to the length QM of the eccentric rods, 
"1e can draw the arcs of circles ,n and n. Also about S with 
radius SP= e, we can draw the arc p. We then know that 
the Position of c must be such that its three points M, P, and 
1V; must lie on the three arcs m, p, and n respectively, and 
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this position (which fixes the positions of d, b, and e) can be 
found in the way already described. It is shown dotted in 
the figure.

The block and pin by which the slide valve is driven in 
an engine form no part of the actual link motion-they are 
merely additions to it, which do not affect in any way the 
movements of its parts. In any such motion as that shown 
in the figure the valve is driven from a point which is guided
along one straight line by a sliding pair. The nature of the 
connection is sketched in Fig. 237. f is the valve-rod 
guided by the pair r ; g a pin ( called the " gab "-pin) in the 
valve-rod, which forms a pivot for a slider h, itself paired 

F10. 236. 

with the ( curved or straight) link c. If a series of positions of 
the link be found, it will be seen that the position of /, 
and therefore of the slide valve, depends upon the positioil 

· of the point in which the axes of the link and of f cut each 
other. It will further be seen that this is not always the 
same point of the link, although it is always the same point 

of the valve-rod, namely, the centre of the pin g. In ot�e! 
words, the swinging of the link, and chiefly the part of its 
motion due to the curve described by the end P of the sus· 
pension rod, causes it to move relatively to the block fi. 
This motion is called the slip of the link ; it is not onl�.
useless but very detrimental, and it is one characteristic 0 

a well-designed link motion that it is reduced to the yer/ 
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smallest possible dimensions. For this purpose, and to 
ensure that the valve-rod can receive from the eccentric as 
nearly as possible the motion which it ,vould receive were 
the connection bet\veen them direct, the arrangement
often takes the form sketched in Fig. 238, where the 
block h· is replaced by cheeks embracing the link, and 
forming part of the pin g, which is expanded (see § 52)
sufficiently to give the necessary n1etal for them. By using
this construction the axes 2 and 3 can be made to coincide, 
which is impossible in Fig. 237 . 

• 

FIG. 237. FIG. 238. 

The principal statical problem connected with the link 
lllotion happens to be extremely easy of solution by the 
lllethods already given. It is thist: given a force fc (the
valve resistance) acting on the link c in a given direction, to
find the effort la in a given direction at the eccentric centre 
necessary to balance it. The problem is illustrated in
Fig. 239. We have to deal with the three links a, c, and / 
respectively, the eccentrics (which, being rigidly connected 
together, form only one link), the " link " itself, and the frame 

·of the engine. The virtual centre of the eccentrics re
latively to the frame is of course at Oar, the centre of the 
shaft. The common point of a and c is at the join, Oa " of 
the two eccentric rods. The virtual centre of the link 
relatively to the frame,. Oq; must lie upon the line Oaf 01:,• 
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But it must also lie upon the line Oif Oce, which is the axis 
of the suspension link. Its position is therefore as marked 
on the figure. In all ordinary cases all three points are 
conveniently. accessible, and as they can be marked by draw
ing only one line which is not already on the paper (�amely,
the line containing the three centres), the solving of the 
problem happens to be peculiarly easy in spite of the 
apparent complexity of the mechanism. The construction 
is shown complete in the figure, the lettering being the 
same as that formerly employed in Figs. 1 2 2  to 126, § 40. 

. fj
C \ Jc 

\ ---��---�----------
[Ocf••• 

d 

Frc. 239. 

If either of the four links of the quadrilateral, a, b, c, or_ d, 
were fixed, and the position of any other one of thern 
given, the position of all the other links of the mechanisrn 
could be found without fitting, which becomes necessary
only when either e orfis the fixed link. 

With the Joy valve-gear, shown in outline in Fig. 240, 
the condition of things is reversed. The chain as used by
Mr. Joy has all its positions determinate without fitting, 
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but a number of its inversions (which, however, have not 
at present any practical value) require treating like the link 
motion. It may be interesting here to notice the general
nature of this valve motion, which, when well proportioned, 
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Fro. 240• 

g•
ives capital results. Its foundation is the slider-crank,

4, b, c, d, the main driving chain of the engine. To this 
tnechanism four links are added. Two of these, / and h, 
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are levers s,vinging about pins attached to the fixed link d ;  
of the other two e is paired directly with / and b, and g 
withoe and h.1 The valve is driven in a direction parallel 
to that of the motion of c from some overhung point G 
upon the link g. An examination of the special character
istics of the motion of G, which suit it for working a slide 
valve, would involve too many technical points for our ' 
present purpose. But we may give the construction for 
solving the same statical problem as that considered in con· 
nection with the link motion in Fig. 239. Let /2 be the 
known valve resistance acting at G, it is required to find the 
necessary driving effort I,,, acting on the link b, the con� 
necting rod of the engine, to balance it. We require for the 
solution the three centres 00d, Odg, and O,,g • The positi9n 
of the first of these, O"d' we have at once, although in many 
positions it will be inaccessible. The axis of the link e 
contains the points Oe,, and Oe , it must therefore be a line on 

g

which 06z 
also lies, and by similar reasoning we know that 

0dz must lie upon the axis of the linko· h. By drawing the 
line ol,d Oe1n we get the point otd on f, and by joining this 
to 01!¥ 

we find Od on h. The third point 001: can then be 
z 

found by drawing 00" Oaf! 
to its join with the axis of ,. 

Given these three points the construction is precisely as 
before (see § 40), and as the same letters are used in the 
figure it is not necessary to go over it again. In cases 
where the point 00t1 is inaccessible, it will generally be most 
convenient to find the point 001! separately in the same 
fashion as Odg.' has been found above, and to arrange the con' 
struction so that the point M comes to OaM in the manner 
described on page 290, etc, 

1 For description of this gear, and some discussion on its propar· 
· tioning, see Mr. Joy's paper in the Proceedings of the Institution of 

Mechanical ENgineers, 188o, pp. 418-454. 
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Still limiting ourselves to mechanisms containing only 
lower pairs of kinematic elements we may sum up as follows. 
In mechanisms of ,vhat we may call the first order, if 
we are given the lengths of all the links, and the relative 
positions of any two of them, ,ve can at once find the 
positions of all the others by direct line and circle construc
tions. In mechanisms of what we may call the second 
order (nan1ely, those ,vhich ,ve have been examining in this 
section), this is only possible if the relative positions of 
certain pairs, not of any pair, of links are given. Other
wise the positions of the remaining links can only be 
found by fitting--this process taking the place of the ex
tren1ely complex geometrical construction ,vhich would 
otherwise be necessary. In both cases all the virtual centres 
of the ]inks can be found by direct constructions involving 
only straight lines, so that ,ve may say that as kinematic 
chains both orders of mechanisms belong to one class, ,vhich 
we may call the first class. 

§ 59.-0RDER OF MECHANISMS. 
CHAINS CONTAINING HIGHER PAIRS (WHEEL

TEETH, CAMS, &c.). 

THE great source of simplicity in mechanisms containing
only lo\\·er pairs is that the virtual centres of adjacent links 
are always permanent centres (p. 7 1), or points occupying 
certain definite positions on those links. Directly we pass
toemechanisms containing higher pairs, such as those of _
Fi�s. 241 and 242; we lose this simplification. Thus the 
Points Dab in Figs. 241 and 242, are not fixed points in a 
and b respectively, like the crank-pin centre in a slider-crank, 

G G 
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but vary their position in these links as the links vary their 
position relatively to each other. In both cases the virtual 
centres can be determined in the usual ,vay, but the J)Osition
of all the links can be directly determined without use of the 
fitting process only from given positions of a certain pair of 
them. Thus in Fig. 241, although the mechanism has only
three links, the cam a and the link b paired with it must be 
the pair whose positions are given, if the position of the third 
is to be directly determined. Given any positions of b and c, 
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we know the position of the point Oae, but the position of 
O® is not known, nor the particular point on a which be
comes Oab for the given position of b, and the position of the 
cam a requires to be found by a process of fitting essentially
the same as, although different in detail from, that described 
in the last section. Or given any positions of a and c, in 
order to find that of b we require to " fit " the slot or 
groove in b over a in its given position. In practice this 
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would be done by merely drawing tangents to a, without the 
construction of a " template ,, as in the last section, but geo
metrically the process is the same. The tangent is dra,vn 
by eye only, and the position of b is therefore not found 
with any greater or different degree of accuracy than the 
position of the link in the link motion, Fig. 235.1 

Exactly the same thing is true of the four-link mechanism 
of Fig. 242. In order to draw the positions of the links 
without fitting, we must have as data the relative positions 
of the two links connected by the higher pair, here 
a and b, the cam and the connecting rod. If the posi
tions of any other pair of links, as a and d, be given, the 
positions of the remaining links can only be found by fitting 
b upon a. 

In both cases all the virtual centres of the links are 
completely deterrninate at once. 

These cam trains, therefore, are kinematic chains of the 
first class, while the mechanisms formed from them belong 
to the second order. 

Ordinary toothed-wheel trains, looked at from our present 
stand-point, have some new interest and perhaps complexity. 
We have already seen that the virtual centres of such trains 
are very easily determinate ; as kinematic chains, therefore, 
We may include them in the first class. Their classification 
as mechanisms is not so obvious. Fig. 243 represents the 
simplest form of wheel train, consisting of a frame a, and 
two spur wheels, b and c. Given the position of a and 
ther adii of b and c, it seems at first sight as if we could 
draw both those links at once. That this is a mistake will 
be seen as soon as one asks oneself for the actual position 

. 
1 Of course in certain cases it may happen that the cam outline is a 

circle of known centre, or other curve to which a tangent can be 
accurately drawn with ease. But these are special cases. 

G G 2 
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of any particular points on the links, as B and C. If only 
a is given, the relative positions of these points are quite
indeterminate, and therefore the relative positions of the 
links to which they belong. All that has been determined 
is the relative position of their centrodes, the pitch circles, 
and the symmetry of these prevents our going further in the 
way of connecting them with definite parts or points on the 
links whose motions they represent. But the want of de· 
terminateness goes even further than this. Given the 
relative positions of a and b, the latter as determined by the 
position of one point B in it besides its centre, the position 
of any definite point, as C, in the third link c still remains 

/, 

I 
0 0 C 

FrG. 24 3. 

indeterminate. 'fhe third link may, in fact, occupy any
angular position whatever relatively to b, so that the ,vant 
of determinateness is real, and does not merely belong to our 
particular handling of the problem. But the mechanism is 
a completely constrained one, so that it must be possible, 
as it is clearly necessary, to state the problem in a differen� 
way-in some fashion, namely, which shall include the case 
of the former mechanisms without excluding this one. The • 
difficulty is entirely met if we state our problem in the al
ternative fashion given at the beginning of § 58, which is 
equivalent to adding to our data the chain given complete

• 
in any one position. It was not necessary to refer to th15 
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forn1erly, because no use was made of it ; the 1nere know
ledge of the lengths, etc., of the links carried with it the 
possibility of setting the mechanism out uniquely. Here, 
on the other hand, the mere knowledge of the dimensions 
of the links is not, as we have seen, sufficient of itself to 
determine uniquely any position of the mechanism, but only 
to enable us to find an infinite nu1nber of positio�s any one•
of which is possible. 

If no,v ,ve suppose given the mechanism of Fig. 243 with 
certain definite relative positions of the links b and c, as 
fixed, say, by the positions of the lines 1B and 2 C upon
them ; and if then there is given any other position of b re
latively to a, as 1B1, the angle Br B{ being known-the 
position of c (i.e. of the line 2 C in c) can be uniquely deter-

mined.1 But, unless it chance that the ratio f _; is some 
easily-handled whole number, the position of c requires for 
its determination either a fitting process, which would here 
involve the rolling on each other of templates of b and c, or, 
preferably, the substitution for fitting of some approximate 
constructio11 for setting off on c a circumferential distance 
equal to BBo

r 

If the relative positions of the two wheels be given as data, 
1nstead of the relative positions of the frame and one 
,vI1eel, the position of the frame is obviously l,nown at once 
without any fitting. .  

We thus find these mechanisms belong to the second 
1 It is necessary to make the condition as to B1B1 being known,

because the value of that angle may be not simply B1B1, but B1B1 + 

n36o0, the wheel b having made any number of turns before being
brought into the position 1B1 • Thus there are a very large number of 
possible positions of 2C corresponding to 1Bi, and the right one can 
only be kno,vn if the actual extent of angular motion of b between IB 
and IB1 be given. 
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order, exactly as the cam trains, the fitting process being 
necessary unless the relative positions of the t\\·o links con
nected by higher pairing, namely, here the two wheels, be 
the data. 

In  such a chain as the link motion of Fig. 23 5 some of 
the mechanisms belonged to the first, and some to the 
se�ond, order. For if, e.g., either of the links a, b, c, or d had 
been the fixed link the positions of all the others (includ
ing the links e and f), could have been directly determined 
if that of any one of them had been given. In the cases now 
before us, ho,vever, all the mechanisms belong to the 
second order, for, whichever link be fixed, direct detern1ina
tion of the positions of the others is only possible if the data 
include the position of some particular one of them. 

If we consider compound wheel trains, as those of Figs. 
6 5 and 66, § 19 ,  in the same way, we find they fall into the 
same class and order. For we know that in such trains the 
relative motions of any pair of wheels, by however many inter• 
mediate wheels they may be separated, are fully represented 
by those of one pair of pitch circles of determinate diameters 
working in direct contact. As regards any one pair of its 
wheels and the frame, a compound wheel train therefore 
reduces at once to the simple train just examined. If the 
relative positions of all the wheels be required, the fitting 
process, or its equivalent already mentioned, has to be re
sorted to for each pair separately. The sun-and-planet 
motion (Fig. 73.), and other familiar combinations of link
work and wheel gearing, belong to the same class and order 
with those just considered. 

Higher chains and mechanisms occur so seldom in practice 1 

that it will be sufficient to give one example, that shown in 
· Limiting our statements here, as always, to mechanisms having 
plane motion only. 

1 
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Fig. 244. This is a mechanism which can scarcely be said to 
be used in machine construction, but which is sometimes met 
with in collections as an illustration of certain special motions. 
It consists of a fixed link or frame, g, containing a straight
slot and two pins. About the two latter turn wheels, a and 

• /, equal or unequal in diameter. Crank pins in these are 
connected by rods, b and e, to the two ends of a beam, c, which 
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•is connected at its centre, or any other convenient point, to 
a block, d, sliding in the slot already mentioned in the frame 
g. If the two ,vheels were equal, the two crank pins placed
�Ytnmetrically to the vertical axis, and the beam c pivotted at
its mid-point, the beam would simply move up and down,
remaining always horizontal. The pin connection between 
c and d would become superfluous, as would also the spur 
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\vheels, and the mechanism would become simply a doubled 
slider crank, as sketched in Fig. 245. All points in the 
link c would move in parallel straight paths, the link as a 
whole reciprocating through a constant stroke exactly as in 
a steam engine. In the more general form of Fig. 244, 
however, the motion of c is much more complex, its different 
points having all different motions, that of the point c being 
the one usually studied. This point is constrained by the 
sliding pair to move always up and do\vn along one straight 
line, but the distance ,vhich it moves along that line varies 
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at each reciprocation, its " stroke ,. changing gradually from 
minimum to maximum, and vice versa, as the phases, or 
relative positions, of the cranks alter. If a pencil were at
tached to c, and caused to describe a curve upon a sheet of 
paper moved uniformly, say by gearing, from either of the 
wheels from right to left, the curve traced would be of the 
kind shown in Fig. 246, where the varying vertical height 
shows the varying stroke of the reciprocating point Cr 

doIn this mechanism it will be found that we have to 

I 
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with entirely different conditions from those hitherto exa
mined. The relative positions of no two links whatever enable 
us to find the positions of all the rest (the lengths of all 
being, of course, supposed given as before), withaout fitting,
and although the relative positions of any pair of links 
enable us to find possible positions of the rest by using that 
process, yet with only certain pairs do we know that such 
positions are consistent with any given starting positions of 
the mechanism. In the case before us, for example, the 
,vhole mechanism can be drawn most readily from the given 
positions of two of its links, if these t�o are the two spur 
wheel cranks a and f. The frame can then be drawn at 
once, and the position of the beam c found by fitting. In 
this case we do not even require to make use of the given 

Position of the whole mechanisn1 which we have assumed to 
belong (p. 439) to our data. By making use of this starting
Position, and the known angle between it and a given
Position of either of the ,vheels, we can always find the 
Position of one wheel from that of the other, if the frame 
also is given. Hence a given position of either wheel along
with the frame is sufficient for the determination of the 
I>ositions of all the other links, the fitting process being used 
�Wice. If the data be the positions of one of the connect
ing rods and the frame (an improbable combination) one of 
the cranks can be drawn directly, and therefore both the 
Wheels and then the rest of the mechanism found as before. 
If the data be the positions of tl1e beam and the frame, 
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possible, but not unique, positions of the other links can be 
found. For the connecting rod lengths, swept from their 
given upper points as centres, will cut each crank circle 
twice. We get, therefore, four possible positions of the 
mechanism as a whole, of ,vhich in the general case no one 
is of necessity compatible with any given starting position of 
the whole chain. If the data were the positions of the two 
connecting rods b and e, it will be found that fitting gives in 
general two pairs of positions for the cranks, neither of 
which is necessarily compatible with a given starting position 
of the mechanism. If, lastly, the data be the positions of 
the slider d and the beam, an indefinite number of different 
possible positions of the mechanism can be found by
fitting, and without further data it is not possible to say
which out of these positions is consistent with a given
starting position. This chain, then, differs from the former 
in that whichever of its links be fixed, the positions of the 
remaining links (that of one being given) can only be found 
by fitting, and also in that unless certain particular links 
be used as the data, the position so found may not be com
patible with any given starting position. We may consider 
such mechanisms to be of the third order. 

Of the twenty-one virtual centres in this chain, nine are 
between adjacent links, and these nine only can be found by
our former construction. One line can be found on which 
each of the remaining twelve centres lie, but the position of 
no one of them can be directly obtained. We may consider 
this to separate the chain from all former ones sufficiently to 
make it a type of a second class of kinematic chains. 
To find any one of the undetermined virtual centres it is 
necessary to find the path of one point in the link to whic� 
it corresponds, and then to construct (of course appro,ct
mately only) the normal to this path. Thus in the figure 

, . ..
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the path of C (relatively to g ), has been determined, and a 
normal drawn to this must be a line including Ocr But 
this point must be on a line including Ocd and Odg, both of 
which we know ; its position is therefore completely deter
·rnined. Any one of the twelve virtual centres having been 
found in this way, all the others can be found at once by the 
usual constructions. 

§ 60.-RATCHET AND CLICK TRAINS. 

IN speaking formerly of the condition of constrainment in 
a mechanism, we qualified a statement (seetp. 59} by saying 
that it referred to " those links in which motion was possible
at any instant." This qualification was made in view of the 
fact that there are a number of mechanisms in which special
Provision is made for stopping the motion of one or more 
links entirely (or in one sense only) at regular or irregular •
intervals. Most of the contrivances for carrying out this 
object fall  under the head of click or ratchet gear. 
R.euleaux has classified these gears somewhat elaborately in 
his Kinematics of Machiner;·,1 and it is not necessary to go
over the same ground here, as they do not present any
tnechanical problems essentially differing from those already 
examined. In cases where a click is arranged to prevent 
the motion of a body entirely (as b with a, Fig. 247), it simply
lllakes that body, and perhaps others also, part of the same
link with itself. In the case where it prevents motion of the
body in one sense only (as b prevents the downward, but not 
the upward, motion of a in Fig. 248), it becomes one with that 
body only so far as those forces tending to move it in one 
sense (here downward) are concerned. If the link a in 

l §§ 119 to 121. 
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Fig . :48, for instance, be lifted upward byi:my force, b loses 
atoncciitsifixingiaction, and moves about its f ulcrum in c,in
just such fashion as corresponds to the higher pairing betwcen 
thciteeth of thcirackand the end of the click. Exactly the 
same thing is true in the case of Fig. 249. whereiai r:itchel 
wheel takes the place of the rack . 

In the common form of ratchet train shown in Figi. :50. th� 
.chck b acts j ustias in the l:istcasc, alternatelyiforming a, 6, 

and c,i into onei link,andibeing cause<l(byi1heirisei of 11)i t0 
swing about its fulcri um on c, remaining in contact with the 
teeth of a cithcribyi its owni"·cight oriby somciotherfonn Of 
"forcc-c!osure � (p.i393). The click orratchctii\,in cxactlf _i

n a oni a ,g 

::��,i:�� s:,i:: abo�:�::�:i�u: !; c1� r�bb::: ���::� 
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the teeth of a just as the other. Thus when ,-1 is lifted, the rack a is lifted also, through b,,  as if  it were part of c, ,  theretaining click /, being idle. Rut when r1 is lowered, therack a does not fall also, because the click b comes intoaction, and temporarily fixes it to the frame r. The rack, 

e��:.:!;';;n; ;i�:: �t:�::;;;!�::ei;;;:�n'�'::��n�hi�: :�: use of a double ratcl1et train, as Fig. 2 5 1 , ethe rack a may be 
�:;o:iyc an upward motion for both swin;;:s of the i
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Perhaps the only point about these mechanisn1s calling 
for further special mention here is that it is essential to their 
proper, and indeed safe, working, that the form of the faces 
of the ratchet teeth be so designed that under no circum
stances . can direct pressure between tooth and click or 
ratchet tend to throw the latter out of gear. This matter 
will be further considered under the head of Friction, in 
§ 7 1. 

§ 61.-CHAINS CONTAINING NON-RIGID LINKS. 

IN our original definition of a machine (p. 2) we spoke 
of the bodies of ,vhich it consisted-its " linkso"- as 
resistant rather than rigid, because there are several im
portant cases in which non-rigid bodies can be and are used 
in mechanisms or machines, without destroying the required 
constrainment of their motions. The non-rigid, or simply 
resistant, bodies used in practice may be classified as (i) 
fluids, (ii) springs, and (iii) belts, cor<ls, chains, &c. In part 
they affect our problems very little indeed ; in part they 
introduce new and complex problems belonging in reality to 

the subject of elasticity, and, therefore, beyond our present 
work. We shall here only briefly notice the general points 
connected with the use of each class of resistant bodies. 

(i) Fluids.- 1Vater is occasionally used as a part of a. 
machine to transmit pressure to long distances and through 
any change of direction. This it can do with considerable 
exactness in virtue of its (comparative) incompressibility, if 
it is free from air. But the invariable presence of srnall 
quantities of air in the water itself, and the difficulty of 
ensuring that no additional air shall be pumped into the 
pipes along with the water, makes anyo" water rodo" arrange, 
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ment suitable only for cases where the transmission of a 
quantity of 1vork is the chief matter, and no exact trans
mission of motion is required. Occasionally glycerine is 
mixed with the water to prevent its freezing, and sometimes 
for the same and other reasons oil takes the place of the 
Water. In a very few cases a column of air is used instead 
of the water, but in this case the transmission either of work 
or motion becon1es exceedingly inexact on account of the 
compressibility of the air, and the changes of volume which 
it undergoes with changing temperatures.

(ii) Springs.-In the largest sense of the word every 
link in a machine, being made of elastic material, is a spring.
Each is stretched, compressed, twisted, bent, or in some 
fashion strained, by every load that acts tlpon it, and the 
strain,1 whatever it may be, is very closely proportional to 
the stress in the material. Thus the alternate extensions and 
compressions of a piston or connecting rod, if they could be 
conveniently measured and recorded, ·would enable us to 
find the work done in a steam-engine cylinder just as cor-

. rectly and completely as an indicator card. Or, as Hirn 
has shown,2 the beam or the shaft of an engine may be used 
as the spring of a dynamometer, to measure-by its re
corded deflections or twists-the work being done by the 
engine. But in all such cases the strain is exceedingly small 
in proportion to any of the motions of the different links of 
the machine, and has to be made visible and measurable by
some special arrangement of exaggerating apparatus. The 
name spring is not generally applied in such a case, but is 
restricted to those bodies or links whose strain under load is 

1 By strain is meant always alteration ofform, not force ca.using
alteration of form, nor molecular resistance to alteration of form, for 
,vbich latter we have kept the word stress (p. 261 ). 

2 See, for example, his Les Pandynamo11zelres, Paris, 1867. 
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not only proportional to the straining force, but is compar
able in extent or dimension to the proper motions of the 
Jinks of the machine. Springs in this sense of the word are 
used generally for one of three purposes, either (a) to 
n1easure force, (b) to limit force, or (c) to store up work or 
energy. Class a is represented by all steam-engine indi
cators and many dynamometers-mechanisms in ,vhich 
the motion of one link, viz., the spring and any parts in 
rigid connection ,vith it, ,vhile constrained in direction in the 
same ,vay as the motion of every other link, is made to be 
proportional in 111agnitudc to the force acting on itself. In 
the instrun1ents named the spring is .made to show, or to 
record ( or both), the extent of its motion. If the record be 
made, as it usually is, upon a sheet of paper caused to move 
at right angles to the direction of motion of the spring, and 
at a rate proportional to the rate of motion of the body 
,vhose resistance is measured by the spring, ,ve obtain for 
record such a curve as is sho,vn in Fig. 252. 1'he ordin3.tes 
of the curve, as A A 1 or B B1, are proportional to the motion 
of the spring, and, therefore, represent pressures or forces. 
The abscissre, as O A or OB, are proportional to the dis
tances moved through by the body on ,vhich the forces are 
acting. The area under the curve, as A A 1 B1 B, represents 
therefore, measured on suitable scales, the product of 
pressure and distance, or 1vork. Thus the area A A 

1 
B1 .B 

represents the a1nount of work done on or by the moving 
body in passing through the distance represented by A .B. 
In the case of a steam engine ,ve have not a body moving 
unlimitedly on in one direction, but one which has a short 
stroke only, returning always to its original position. In 
such a case the diagram of work traced by the means just 
described takes some such form as is shown in Fig. 253. The 
work done by the steam on the piston is shown by the area 



2 example, Eng·i'neerin,if, vol. 37, p. 185. 
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J?B C D  E. The work done in returning by the piston on the 
steam is shown by D A  FE. The net work done is the 
difference between these two areas, or A B CD, which is a11 
that the steam-engine " indicator " sho,vs in drawing the 
" indicator card " A B CD, which we have already made 
use of in § 47. 

In steam-engine indicators the spring is invariably of .the 
type known as " spiral "-a coil of tempered steel wire 
twisted helically, and compressed or extended in the 
direction of the axis of the helix. Fig. 2 54 shows one of 
the most recent, and probably the best,1 form taken by 
the spring of an indicator, the peculiarity about it heing 
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the symmetrical arrangement of double coil or helix, with 
a central button at the lower end to ensure true axial 
direction of pressure. In dynamometers flat or bent plate
springs are often used instead of spiral springs. 2 This is 
the case, for instance, in most of the dynamometers of the 
Royal Agricultural Society, on ,vhich so many valuable 
experiments have been made. 
· It is necessary to bear in mind that, although in all these 

Th·1s is the form of spring used in the "Crosby " indicator. See,fior
�ee, for example, Mr. ,v. E. Rich's paper in the Proceed:'ngs of theltistitute oflJ.fechanica! E11g-i11eers, 1876, pp. 199-2z7. 

H I-f 
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cases the motion of the recording point attached to the 
spring is as simple to deal with as the motion of any other 
point in a n1echanism, yet the motions re]atively to each 
other of different points in the spring are extremely com
plex. For here we are dealing with a body in wh�ch the 
deformation or strain is no longer intentionally kept as minute 
as possible (p. 261), but intentionally made as large as 
possible. And in order that we may kno\V beforehand 
how much the recording point of a given spring will move 

FIG. 234. 

under a given load, it is necessary that we should first kno,v 
the laws according to which the deformation of the spring, 
as a whole, will take place when it is subjected to pressure. 
These laws are usually complex, their consideration belongs 
to the theory of elasticity, and goes beyond our present 
limits. It may be said about them, however, that although ·,
they have been pretty fully worked out from .the mathema� 
tical side, reasoning upwards from certain definite and 
comparatively simple assumptions, there yet remains much 
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work to be done in connection with them before they can 
be taken to represent the actually occurring and very compli
cated physical phenomena. 

Of springs used to li111it force the safety valve of a . 
locomotive affords a very fami1iar example. The spring 
in this case is a spiral spring so compressed as to act on the 
valve, when resting against its seat, with a certain definite 
pressure. So soon as the pressure of steam below the 
valve exceeds the pressure of the spring above it, the valve 
moves upwards, and by so doing allo,vs steam to escape, 

V 
FIG. 255. 

and the pressure to fall, 1 or at any rate prevents the pressure 
from rising. But a spring safety valve can hardly be in
cluded among mechaniszns or· machines, although it is 
essentially a machine while it is opening or closing. A 
more interesting example of the use of a spring to limit a 
pressure in a mach�ne proper is shown in Fig. 255, ,vhich 
represents a portion of one of the testing machines used in 
\Vohler's experiments on the " fatigue "  of metals.2 Here it 

I
i 1' 
< This must not be taken as a description of the behaviour of any
' �cthauat. spring safety valve, but only as a simplified statement of its ideal 

e v1our. 
2 �ee Ueber die Festigkeitsversuche mil Eisen und Stahl, A. Wohler, B 

111erbn, 1870, and also Engineen·ng, voJ. xi. pp. 199, etc. (" Fatigue of 
... ,etals u).' 

H H 2  
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is desired that a certain force, /, liable to irregular variations, 
should exert at r an effort not exceeding a definite in variable 
magnitude. For this purpose the force f is caused tot- act 
on the lever b (and therefore at r) through the intervention 
of a crosshead a, one end of which, A1, rests upon b, while 
the other end, A2, rests upon a lever c. This lever is held 
in position by a spring, C, of definite resistance. So long, 
therefore, as the pressure at A2 due tof is less than that 
due to the spring, the point A2 cannot move. Any motion 
of a that occurs must be about A2 as a fixed point, and the 
pressure at A1 will be entirely trans1nitted to r, the resist
ances at A1 and A2 being equal But directly the force / 
attains such a magnitude that its do,vnward pressure on A'!. 

exceeds the fixed upward pressure there due. to the spring, 
the point A 2, that is, the inner end of the lever c, <lrops, and 
the force / remains without increase. This absence of 
increase in/ comes about by its transmission to a through a 
spring, the pull in ,vhich is released as soon as A2 sinks. 
It is obvious that the action of this apparatus wou1d not be 
correct if the motion of A2 were at all considerable, because 
as it falls it extends the spring C, and therefore its resistance 
to falling increases. In any case the real maximum value of 
the pressure at A2 (and thetefore at A1) is not exactly that 
due to C in its normal position, but in its most extended 
position. By judicious management it can be arranged . that 
this quantity exceeds the normal pull due to C by a quantity 
not only very small, but also experimentally determinable 
with y�ry considerable accuracy. 

The storz'ng up of work has been mentioned as a third use 
of springs-of ,vhich the buffer springs of a railway wagon 
afford perh.aps thet· most familiar example. If a rigid body 
has to take,. up work in itself while undergoing mere 
elastic deformation, the inevitable smallness of such 
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deformation n1ay cause the stress to rise to some most 
' inconveniently high amount ,vhilc still the work taken 

up is excessively small. In the case of a railway wagon, 
for instance, exposed to frequent and sudden blows 
from bodies moving ,vith considerable velocity, the effect of 
such blows upon the frame of the ,vagon-if they were re
ceived directly by it-might and probably would be most 
injurious to it. It is therefore most common to provide 
spring buffers for the purpose of receiving such blows, 
storing up readily, and without any injury to themselves, 
the energy received by them from the striking body. For 

. this purpose some body is required ,vhich can be made to 
change its form very greatly without loss of elasticity, and 
at the same time offer a sufficiently large resistance to the 
change. These requiren1ents are exactly fulfilled by a stiff 
spiral steel buffer spring. Such a spring, five inches in 
diameter outside, and twelve inches long, may require a 
pressure of about four tons before it is compressed " home.'' 
'fhe nzean pressure during the compression is therefore 
two tons, and the an1ount of work stored up in the spring 
,vhen compressed (it being then 6. 5 inches long) is 
about eleven inch-tons. \-Vhen it is remembered that a 
loaded rail,vay truck weighing sixteen tons, and moving with 
a velocity of ten miles per hour, only requires to get rid of 
about 100 inch-tons of energy in order to bring it completely 
to rest, it will be seen how important a part a couple of such 
s�rings may play in absorbing energy ,vhich \vould other
,vise tend to the rapid destruction of the wagon. The 
energy thus stored up in the spring has not, of course� 
:anished. The spring must, sooner or later, come back to 
lts original condition of equilibrium. The work done on it 
and stored up in it may give negative acceleration to the 
striking body, or positive acceleration to the body to which 
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the spring is attached, or both, but in any case this can 
come about at (\vhat we may call) the leisure of the material, 
by the action of a simple known force (the resistance of 
the spring to compression). In the absence of the spring it 
may often be impossible for a large mass, moving with a 
high velocity, to impart to the mass of another large but 
stationary body, with which it suddenly comes into contact, 
a sufficiently great acceleration to keep the mutual pressure
of the two bodies one on the other within such limits as 
will ensure that neither is fractured nor seriously injured. 

In this case, therefore, springs are used to store up work 
which rnight otherwise cause injurious stresses, the work 
being promptly re-stored, and expended in causing harmless 
acceleration. An exactly similar case occurs in connection 
with the " spring beams " and buffer blocks of a Cornish 
engine (p. 336). But in most machines where springs are 
used in this fashion, the energy stored in them is not 
derived from the momentum of some rapidly-moving body,
but directly from work done on some other part of the 
machine. And the acceleration of some part or parts of the 
1nachine due to the re-storing of this energy is often not 
the result directly wanted, which is commonly no more than 
a rapid change of position of those parts. The change of 
po�ition, that is, is the thing essential to the machine at the 
particular instant-the rate at which that change is effected 
may be immaterial. The springs used in connection with 
the valves of Corliss engines, of which one arrangement is 
sketched in Fig. 256, form an illustration of this. In this 
arrangement a is a lever receiving a continual reciprocating 
motion from the engine through the rod h. On its back is 
a flat spring, /, which has, by the action of the gearing, 
been dra\vn close up to a, and in which, therefore, work bas 
been stored up. The upper end of the spring is connected 
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by a link e to the rod d, which works the valve, anrl the lever 
a is at the same time connected to the same valve rod by 
the horn piece c. During motion in the direction of the 
arrow, a,f, and c all move as one link, pushing the valve 
rod d to the left, and opening the valve. When the time 

1comes that the valve should close, some form of stop g
1 

comes in contact ,vith the upper part of the horn piece, 
stops its fonvard motion with a, and causes it to tilt over on 
its pin. 1"his thro,vs it out of gear ,vith d, which is left free · 

:· • '. 

O'
b 

d 

d 

. FIG. 256. 

g 
. II 

FIG. 257 . 

to be acted upon by the spring j. This spring has been 
· pulling d backwards all the time, but its pull has been 
resisted by the catch c. This pull is now suddenly left 
unbalanced, and the spring, therefore, flies back into its 
unstrained position (as in Fig. 2 57), and pulls the valve rod 
d with it, in this fashion suddenly closing the valve by help 

1 This stop is in reality controlled in position by the governor, and is 
therefore movable relatively to the frame of the machine, but so long 
as the engine is working under constant resistance it remains steady,
aefind we may therefore take it as being at any given instant a part of the 

xed link. 
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of the work already stored up in it while it ,vas being 
compressed. 

(iii) Belts, Straps, &c., form the third and perhaps 
the most important class of merely resistant bodies used in 
rnachines. Their use differs from that of springs in that 
their alterations of for1n under load are not directly utilised, 
but are, on the contrary, made to come in in such a way as 
to be fairly negligible in considering the motions of the 
mechanisms of ,vhich they form a part. Fig. z 58 represents 
the ordinary strap connection between two pulleys. Kine
matically it is intended that b and c should revolve in the 

dr . . " , 

" ( S.,,,>!,,1 ... ,:!/,.. ............ ,.,.:,�,,,,,,, . . ...· ,. .,.,. 

c.:� 
l'IG. 25�. 

same sense, and ,vith angular velocities inversely propor
tional to their diameters! just as if they ,vere spur wheels 
connected by an idle wheel (p. 132). The wheels would 
actually do this only if the strap never slipped on either 
pulley, and if the length of strap between the points B1 and 
C1 remained always constant, as also the length of strap 
between B2 and C2• In ordinary good working, slipping is 
no doubt practically absent, and so far as this is concerned 
the required velocity ratio is accurately transmitted.1 But 

See, for instance, the recorded revolutions during many hours' trial 
of an engine and the machines driven by it in experiments made by 
Messrs. Bryan Donkin & Co. , at the South Metropolitan Gas \Vorks, 
described 1n Engineen·ng, vol. xxv. p. 1 1 7. 

1 
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there may be continual small changes in the tensions in the 
two halves of the strap d1 an<l d2, which will have the same 
effect on the velocity ratio transmitted as in spur gearing 
Wbuld be due to the use of ,vrongly-shaped tooth profiles
(p. I 2 1  ). So long as the total length of the strap is  not 
permanently altered, the effect of small changes of length will 
be to make sn1all changes in the velocity ratio alternately 
above and below its mean value, but without change in that 
mean value itself. For practical purposes we may neglect 
these changes in belt gearing as ,ve do in spur gearing.

In respect to transmission of zvork, ho,vever, belt gearing 
differs essentially from spur gearing in  the amount of work 
,vhich it absorbs itself. This is apart altogether from the 
question of the work taken up by friction in the bearings, 
,vhich is more or less common to the two cases, although 
the existence of strap tensions, not directly dependent on 
the driving effort (or difft!rence between the two tensions),
makes of course an important difference (§ 78). The 
r.ontinual bending of the stiff strap round the cylindrica]
pulleys absorbs in itself in some cases a very considerable 
amount of work, and this work is, of course, not transmitted 
�rom the driving to the driven J)ulley. This waste of 1,vork 
is a condition, in this case, of the use of a non-rigid material, 
and has no counterpart in the rigid connection of spur 
gearing. 

In pulley tackle, such as is shown in Figs. 259 and 260, 
We are again on the border line of apparatus which can 
legitimately be called a machine. In these cases the con
strainment of motion is generally most imperfect. The 
tackle•is required to lift some object of considerable weight,
�nd to lift it with reasonable steadiness, but very frequently 
indeed it exerts a large sideway pull as \Vell as a lift. Once 
the object is being fairly lifted, moreover, its swinging to and 
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fro is not considered to destroy in any way the action of the 
tackle. Pulley tackle, therefore (although in some form it 
is often induded among the " simple machines" ofe§ 5 1 )  
cannot be  considered sufficicndy constrained in i t s  motions 
to be suitable for kinematic examination. From a static 
point of vie1\·-neglecting friction and work done in bending 
the rope-it is simple enough. The weight IV, in Fig. 260, 
depends from fi,·e  equal cords-the fact that all five plies 
or "parts" are in reality portions of one and the same 

piece of rope leaves this unaffected. The whole weight is 
assumed to be equally distributed between the five plies, 50 
that the tension in each of them is supposed 10 be cqu.:.1, 
.md the tension in tile " falle" ,¼ is of course equal to 1be 

tension in the rest of the rope or r- Apart from friction then, 

a pull r in the fall is sufticient to balance a weight If 

hanging from the lower or "running" block. From the 
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principle of equality of work, therefore, the fall must be 
pulled downwards five times as fast as the weight rises. In 
an actual, and not· an ideal, pulley tackle, a very considerable 
effort must be expended in overcoming friction ( see § 80),
and not a little work has to be done in bending the rope
round the sheaves. So that the pull in the fall in l1oisting 
must be actually very much greater than the fraction of the 
load indicated by the numbers of plies supporting the load. 

The motions in the pulley tackle are not really plane 
motions (p. 1 2  ), even looked at in the most ideal fashion. 
But as the actual non-plane motions of the different parts of 
the cord do not con1e into consideration at alJ, it has not 
seemed out of place to mention the tackle while speaking 
of belt gearing generally. 

The theorem of the virtual centre applies only to rigid 
bodies ; its existence presupposes (p. 261) that the particles 
of the body do not alter their positions relatively to each 
other. Therefore a non-rigid link in a machine has no 
virtual centre ; different parts of it are moving at the same 
instant about different points. Force and velocity problems, 
therefore, so far as they concern non-rigid links, have to be 
Worked out by considerations quite different from those 
hitherto employed. Some of these considerations have been 
mentioned above, others will be discussed further on. 

Many of the most interesting and important problems 
connected with the equilibrium of forces and the transmission 
of work in belt gearing and pulley tackle, are so closely
connected with friction that they must be postponed until 
that subject has been looked at in the next chapter. Some 
discussion of them will be found in §§ 78 to 80. 

The so-called " flexible shafts," which are now found 
most useful in machine shops for driving. small tools (drills 
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or borers for exan1ple) in more or less inacct!ssible situations, 
are further illustrations of non-rigid elements. As with 
spiral springs, the n1otions of different points in  the shaft 
relatively to each other are excessively complex, although 
the n1otion transznitted by the shaft as a ,vhole is only a 
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	3 and 4. The same mechanism in precisely the same position is shown in Fig. 17 S, with only the difference that I has been so much enlarged that the link a becomes disc, whose periphery is one of its elements, and whose diameter is such as to include within it the pair 2. In Fig. 176 a similar change has been made with the pair 4 instead the pair 1. In Fig. 17 7, again, the same change has 2, which now includes the pair 1. The link a in this case forms what is always called an eccentric, and comparing Figs.
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	original mechanism, Fig. 174. By an exactly correspondingset of changes, which it is unnecessary to go over again at
	•
	length, the mechanism might be made, without change in any of its motions, to take the form of Fig. 180, in which the link b becomes a block or sector, ancl one of the elen1ents of c a curved slot. (To save space, the length of the sector in the figure is much shorter than would be necessary to allow a to tum completely round.) 
	In each of these last cases the link ,vhich has become form a curved block, retains the same elements as beforealtered only in diameter and angular extent. In each casenamely, these links contain two elements of turning pairs,and the centres of those elements,-which determine the distance apart of the pairs, or the real length of the links
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	that figure is therefore the actual length of the link c in Fig2 • 3 the actual length of the link Fig. 180, these lengths being in no way altered by external changes which we have made in the appearancthe n1echanism. 
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	The adoption of the block form of link shown in the last two figures has the practical convenience that it enables us to use very long links in a mechanism without necessamaking the mechanism itself very large. Thus in Fig. the links c and d are made so long that the point 4 accessible (at the join of the dotted lines), but the ism itself has become no larger in consequence, and block c remains a link containing two turning elementsas before. In this case the links c and d (z:e., the 1 ·4) are made equal, s
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	becomes flatter andiflatter,until at l:is1,wheni4is atianiin• finiteidistance,thcislotibecomesistraight,thcilink,aistraight instead of a cun·ed block, and the mechanism becomes a slider.crank, Vig. 181, instead of a levcr-cranl.. Herc then we h:,.l'e the true relation between th-important mcchan• isms. The slider crank is deri,·ed from the other bymaking two of its links (, and ti'} cquaŁ and at the s:une time infinitely !ong. The block of the slider crank, the reciprocating link, corresponds to the lever, 
	Figure
	By now making in the slider.crank the same change u that made in Figi. 180, we obtain the form of mechanism 5hown in Figi. 183, in which the link I>, without alteration of length, becomes a curved block instead of n long bar. And from this form it can be seen at once whnt will happen {l'ig. 184) if I! be made infinitely long, as well as,andid. 'rhc slider-crank changes into a form familiar 3$ the driving rnechanismiofdonkcyipump.!,iand for other purpose!!. 111 
	Łeference to this mechanism it is often said that it, working ls CŁuivalcnt to that with a connecting-rod infinitely long. ltw,lll)ei!ICCnifromiouriexamination that this i, triue in a very literal sense. The length of ailinkiiniaimechanismi.,·e 
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	take to be the distance between the axes of its elements. One of the elements of the link b has its axis at infinity, it is, therefore, not only equivalent to a link of infinite length, but actually is a link whose kinematic length (measured in exactly the same way as that of other links) is infinitely g!"eat. The mechanism shown in Fig. I 85, and recognisable as a form of '' trammel " for drawing ellipses, is identical with that of the last figure, and is illustrated merely to show the disguising effect of
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	however, generally used when ·the link c is the fixed one, while with the former construction, d is generally made the · fixed link. Letters and figures are the same in the illustrations,. and the student should satisfy himself 
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	examination that they represent connections which are only similar, but kinematically identical 

	The two following figures ( Figs. 186 and 187) are from Reuleaux, and show to what an extraordinary the expansion of elements in a mechanism can altestructure and appearance without changing its nature. 
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	Figure
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	mechanism is an ordinary slider-crank in both cases, and the letters and figures on the links and pairs are the same as those used throughout this section. In Fig. 186, 1 is 2, and 2 '\\ithin 3, and in Fig. 187, 3 is 2, and 2 within 1. 
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	The varieties of form that not only can be, but have actually been obtained by expanding the elements of a mechanism variously, are innumerable. All, howeverdepend upon the principles here set down, and the student should not find any difficulty, if he has followed this section carefully, in tracing out their real nature. Reuleaux haillustrated a great many of them in his examination of rotary engines. Fresh examples will be found very quently, if not every week, in the illustrated summaries J)atents publis
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	§ 53.-ALTERED MECHANISMS. REDUCTION OF LINKS. 
	§ 53.-ALTERED MECHANISMS. REDUCTION OF LINKS. 
	IT happens often, indeed in most cases, that one or more links of a mechanism are not directly utilised. Such links are wanted to constrain or transmit certain motions between certain other links, but their own actual motions are in no way required. The connecting rod of a stean1 engine is, example, such a link. It transmits constrained motion the piston to the crank. The piston is the driving link the chain, and its to and fro motion is directly utiliseconnection with the action of stean1 upon it. The the 
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	air pump, but these cases ;u-e quite exceptional. It has, therefore, often been thought, hastily, that such a link, only !!erving as a conn<.>ction, would be better omitted, and that its omission (if only it CQu]d be made without destroying the constrainment of the mechanism) would be entirely adv:mtageous. This omission of a link we may call the reduction of a mechanism, and a mechanism so treated \\ill be said to 
	be a reduced mechanism. 
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	We h:we seen in § 10 that it was possible to constrain any plane motion, however complex, by a suitably formed higher pair of elements. It must, therefore, be quite P<>ssible toconstrainthe relative motions (to use thc illustrntion of thc last p,aragr:aph) of the crosshcad and crank of a steam engine, by connecting them directly, omitting the connecting rod altogether. For this purpose it is only neccnary to know the whole motion of the one body tt,latively to the other, and to construct a suitable higher 
	Shown 
	Shown 
	in Fig. 188. Herc the link t, of a slider-crank 
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	chain being omitted, a pin is placed on the end of a and a slot made upon c of such form as to be the envelope for the various positions of the pin relatively to d. At first sight we see1n to have altered nothing from Fig. 183 of the last section, but it takes very little examination to see that the on1ission of b has been accompanied by a serious practical drawback, namely the substitution of line contact for su,face contact. This we know to be inevitable with the use of higher pairing (p. 57 ). If we coul
	so 

	There was, of course, no kinematic necessity for makinthe higher element upon a a circular pint; this has been donsimply because it was most convenient to do so. Nor there any necessity for placing it exactly where the pin formerly was ; this also has been done merely for venience' sake. The pin, for instance, might equally 2' instead of at 2. But in that case slot would have taken the form shown in the dotted ,vhich of course would have been very much 1nore trousome to make than the simple circular arc. 
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	In Fig. 189 is shown a slider crank chain with the 
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	c, the block, omitted. The links b and d are of a 
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	connected by higher pairing, which has taken the cylindrical pin on b working in a straight slot in d. }..s 
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	before, the result is that by omiiting a link we h;n·e had to replace the surface contact of two lower pairs by the line contact of a higher one, with the practical drawbacks already mention<.'ti. 
	Figure
	Fig. 190 shows another way in which d and b can be paired together if c be omincd. Here we have commenced by giving to d, for its element, the form of a straight bar, finding all the positions of this bar re!:iti\·ely to b, and constructing the envelope of these positions in the shape of ct1rvcd profiles to projections placed upon the end of b. 
	(Ł;55, 
	!his form of higher pairing has been very frequently used in practice, apparently with imperfect recognition of the fact that it is incomplete in its constrainment, the smallest distance between the two curves being unavoidably greater than the breadth of the bar. At and near the ends of the Stroke, therefore, the relative positions of /, and d are not 
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	absolutely fixed by the pairing, a defect which cannot be rectified without substituting some other form for that of the straight bar as the element of the pair belonging to d. 
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	In Figs. 191 and 19 2 are shown two reduced forms of a linkwork parallelogram. In Fig. y91 the link c is omitted, in Fig. 192, the link d. In both cases the links formerly connected by the omitted link are now directly 
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	connected by higher pairing, and in both cases it has beepossible to use for the higher pair a pin and a circular sloIn Fig. 193 is shown a very different form of highepairing, used in the mechanism already examined in Fi• 119 and 142, in which opposite links are equal b
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	1m1,Łparaild. Here the link 6 is omitted, and the links a and care paired by help of theiricentrodes, whichi:tieimade into elliptic toothed wheels. In § H, p. 150, we have already looked at the use of such whc.:ls from another point ofi\'icw. 
	Figure
	Hitbcdesircditoiutiliseionlyitheimotioniofoneilinkiinia chain,ia!litheiothers except the fixed link mayibe omitted, in which e.ue the chain simply reduces itself to a pair of clements, necessarily a higher pair. Such a reduction, 
	Figure
	however, pc:,$SeiSses, for engineering purposes,cvcn greater drawbacks than the reductior.$ already mentioned, andiYcry SCldomh:i.sicounterbalancing:id\·anugcs. Twoicascsofitarc sketched in .Figs. 194 :ind 195. The first of these shows a 
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	slider crank from which the links a and c are omitted. The higher element on b takes the form of two circular pins,and the corresponding element t>n d of two slots, one straight and one circular.t· There is, of course, only line contact throughout. Fig. 19 5 shows the converse case,when b and dare omitted, and a paired directly to c. The original form of the mechanism here reduced is shown in Fig. 185 of the last section, where its relation to the slider crank was discussed. 
	1 



	§ 54.-INCOMPLETE CONSTRAINMENT. 
	§ 54.-INCOMPLETE CONSTRAINMENT. 
	vVE started in § 1 with the assumption that constrained motion \\·as an absolute necessity in any combination that was to be used in a perfect machine. \Ve have found, however, that there are many mechanisms which possess one or more unconstrained positions, and are to a corresponding extent 
	existence of a change-point, already discussed in § 
	unavailable or in1perfectsection summarise the 
	unavailable or in1perfectsection summarise the 
	unavailable or in1perfectsection summarise the 
	as machines. vVe shall in this conditions under which such 

	mechanisms are used. 
	mechanisms are used. 

	A very common cause 
	A very common cause 
	of want of constrainment is the 


	21, 
	p. 147. We have there seen how a mechanism can be constrained at its change-point by compelling the centrodes corresponding to the required form of motion to roll uponone another, which effectually shuts out the possibility of any change. Another and more common method is duplicate the mechanism with another, so placed that it always in some completely constrained position when first mechanism is passing its change-point. Perhaps 
	to 
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	As to form and posi:ion of these pins, see remark in connection ,vith Fig. 188. 
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	most
	common illustration of this is sketched in Fig. 196, 
	wh
	ere a p,tirof parallel crank
	s 
	a ande,, connected by a 

	couplingrod/J(as in a locomotive), which would beuncon· strained at two posiLions in each re,·olution, are made completely constrained by the addition of the duplicate cranks a'andl(with theecoupkrh') placed (say)eatright angles to the original ones. 
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	The existence of dead points in a mechanism is not to 
	Łconfused with that of change-points. The change-point tsinherentintheehainitself,andereprcsentstheepossibility ofchange intosomedifferentchainorintoapairofelcments.Thedeadpoint,on the other hand,is not inherent in the 
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	ain, or 
	even in anyeJXttticu\ar mechanism fo
	rmed from 

	the chain, but depends on the JXtnicular link which VI the<lriving link, and theeJXtrticular way in which the driving force &cts upon that link. (Fi;;. 182), if it be used as the driving mechanism ofa 
	Thus the ordinaryslider-er.i.nk
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	steam engine, whereic is the driving link, has a dead point atieachiendioftheistrokeiof c. But if the same mech:lnismbeuscdasapump,i"·hcrethecrank is the driving link, and receil·e from any source a continuollll rotary motion, thereiareinoideadipoints.. 
	The dead point,where it exists, mayibe passed by means of a duplication of the chain, such as has been described abo,·e as used for passing a change-point. The double slider-crank chain of Hg. 197 is a familiar illustration of 
	Figure
	this. More often, howe,·er,ithe dead point is passed hY helpofafly-wheelorothetirotatingmas&,inwhichi;ufficicnl cncrgyiis stored up at other p:irts of the stroke. Aeon· strainmcnt of the former kind, effected by means of some addition to the mechan:Sm, maybe called a chain-cloisure. while constrainment by means of some special force or pressure,iprovidediiniconnectioniwithithe masses of certain parts of the m:r.chine, may be called force-closure (ICC also§51). 
	§ ,;4.) INCOMPLETE CONSTRAINMENT. 
	Force-closiure is very freqiuently employed for completing the constraint of pairs of elements, when the form of one of them is left kinematic;i.lly incomplete, as in the case of Figs. r98 and 199. In these cases it is generally the weight of one of the bodies which itself supplies the force necessary for constraint. Incase of the occiurrence of any distiurbing force, this force takes the place of the resisting strŁscs which woul<l, in a complete pair of elementŁ, 
	Itremains to mention, in this section, a curioius case Which occasionally occurs, in which a me,;hanism is employed whose motion!!, were they allowed to develop 
	prev
	ent change of motion. 
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	themselves, woiuld be unconstrained, but in which only ex• C:Cssively small motions are permitted, and in which, after such motions ha,·e occiurred, the mechanism is always broiught back to precisely its starting position before it is ma.de use of. Fig. 100 shows in outline a mechanism of Ibiskind, which is used in some testing machincs,1as a substitute for a train of lc1·ers having a very large " mechanical advantage." Jt consists of a lever, b, pivotted at I to one end of a fixed link, a, and loaded at i
	Figure
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	d, e, I, g; the upper link of whicl1 carries at its outer end a small weight w;_ which balances a large resistance Won b. The link g is pivotted at 3 to the upper end of the fixed link a. The pair 2, connecting c to d, is placed so as not to be directly under 3, but some small distance to· the righof it. The mechanis1n is clearly unconstrained, for either b or g could be fixed as well as a, and still all the other links could move, and this we know to be i11consistent with 
	t 
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	oŁr original definition of constrainment in mechanismsIts want of constrainn1ent comes out at once if the attempt be made to find its twenty-one virtual centres,-it will be 
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	found that many of them are indeterminate. To constrain the mechanism it would be necessary to place another elemupon a and to pair d to it at a point directly below the point 3· So far as the balance of W and Wi is concerned the parallegram then becomes superfluous, and the mechanism statically equivalent to that of Fig. 201, which requino further explanation. But in order that Wmay be as small as it is wished to be in the particular machine in question, the distance 3' 2 must be excessively smallsmall as 
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	device of the parallelogram is therefore adopted in order to get 3 and 2 upon different links, so that the horizontal distance between them (the real length of the short arm of the lever g) may be made, with absolutely no constructive onvenience, as small as is pleased. It was only one centimetre, for instance, in a 7 5-ton testing machine exhibited at Philadelphia in 1876. The purpose of the mechanism (as used in a testing machine) is to measure W by means of u,;. this purpose it has to be assumed that th
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	mechanism as a whole) becomes determinate. The anism is therefore, as above described, moveable and nstrained, but rendered available in a machine by ng use of one of its positions only. Ho,v far this use mechanism is advisable, or within what limits its are trustworthy, is a matter which has· to be settled practical experience. 
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	§ 55.-THE PARALLELOGRAM. 
	§ 55.-THE PARALLELOGRAM. 
	THE simple linkwork parallelogram,-a four-link chain, with opposite links equal-has some special properties which deserve noting, both on account of their geometrical interest, and because they are so frequently utilised 202, links lettered a, b, c and d. Let it be supposed that only one point in it is fixed, (viz,, 0, the join of a and d) instead of a whole link. Draw any line through 0, as 0BC, cutting 
	in 
	practice. Such a parallelogram is shown in Fig. 
	its 
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	the two non-adjacent links in B and C. Then in whatever position the mechanism be placed, these three points always lie upon one line. For by similarity of triangl
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	Figure
	of the mechanism. From this it follo,vs that if B made to trace any curve or line whatever, C will describe a precisely similar curve or line on a larger scale. By moving B upwards, the ratio of exaggeration can be increased to extent. Or on the other hand by making OC less than B (Fig. 203), the copy ,vill be on a smaller scale than t_he original. The parallelogram finds numberless applications of kind as a "pantagraphe" or copying machine, for enlargor reproducing maps or drawings.
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	It is not necessary that the fixed point O be at the join of links, as in the foregoing cases ; it may be taken at any point of any link, as iJ in Figs. 204 and 205. In this case on·e of the opposite pin centres, as 2 ( B), bemes one of the two tracing points, the other lies at C 
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	. 205, this ratio is made equal to 1, so that the copy is duplicate simply, of the same size as the original.
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	Professor Sylvester was the first to point out that _the proies of the parallelogram just mentioned were not conto points, such as C and B, lying in one line with the point. In Fig. 206, ab c d are again four links of arallelogram, of which the vertex O is fixed. The pointPis any point on the link a, and the point .P' a point on link b so placed that the tria_ngle P' MQ is similar to triangle MP N, the angles at P', llf, and Q, being equal 
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	_ ---h" h , w 1c 1s a constant ratio. The ratio of the
	OP' QP'distances of Pand .P' from O is therefore the same for all positions of the mechanisn1. It can be readily shown, alsothat the angle POP' re1nains constant for all positions othe mechanism. The points .P' and Pmust therefore movin si,nilar curves, so that one copies the motion of the other, but not only is the copy a different size from the original 
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	FIG, 2o6. FIG. 207. 
	FIG, 2o6. FIG. 207. 
	If we combine the parallelogram with other links to a compound mechanism as in Fig. 207, we do not, course, deprive it of any of its own properties, but determine the actual forms of the paths of its points. P still copies the motion of P, and R' of R, just as Y 
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	Of course OP' may be made equal to OP, in which case i; == Łand the copy is a duplicate of the original. 
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	would if the point O only were fixed. But out of this mechanism we can construct two four-link mechanisms, each containing two links of the parallelogram, viz. a, d, e, f, and b, c, e, f These two mechanisms will evidently have the property that for every point (as P or R) on the link a of the one, there can be found one point (as P or R') on the link b of the other such that the pa th of the latter pointshall be similar to that of the former. This curious property Was first pointed out by Mr. Kempe.
	One of the principal uses to which the parallelogram is put in practice is the copying of the approximately straighte drawn by one point of a parallel motion. This will be considered more fully in the next section. Other properties the parallelogram will also be noticed in § 5 7. 
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	§ 56.-PARALLEL MOTIONS. 
	§ 56.-PARALLEL MOTIONS. 
	UNDER the somewhat inappropriate name of "parallel onse" are included in this country certain mechanisms ssing the characteristic that one or more points in not directly guided by sliding pairs, move approximately ately in straight lines. These mechanisms may be into three classes : (I.) those in which the straightis merely an extended copy of a line constrained by a pair somewhere else in the machine; ( 2.) those in the mechanism contains a sliding pair, but without its motion, and (3.) those in which all 
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	exact, this latter class being or very modern origin.\Ve shall look at these different mechanisms in the order in which they have been mentioned. 
	1 

	The mechanism belonging to the first class which is n1ost commonly used as a parallel n1otion is a slider crank in which the connecting rod is made equal in length to the crank. 2 r and 42, pp. 146 and 3r8) and seen that the centrodes of the links /Jand d are a pair of circles, one of which is t\vice the diameteof the other. Any point, therefore, on the link b, as M (Fig208), which is at a distance 23 from the point 2, will describe a straight line, passing through the point 1, relatively to d. order that t
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	Another parallel motion, but one not so well knownbased on the mechanism of Fig. 185, § 52, ,vhich is, as have seen, a slider crank in which three links (b, c and ti) 1nade infinitely long. In this case (Fig. 209) it can be seeat once that the point O is the virtual centre for the link
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	To Mr. Kempes work I have been very much indebted in writing the 
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	latter part of this section. 
	It is here supposed that the link is not requirŁd to rotate, but JJJS.1 
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	merely s,ring backwards and for,vards. 
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	Figure
	a and c, and it may be left to the student to prove that the centrodes of these links arc again circles as in the last case,the radius of the centrode of c, and the dia111eter of that of a, being equal to the distance O acS. Hence, exactly as in the last case, any point of a which lies upon its centrode will describe a straight line (passing through the point S)relatively to c. The two sliding pairs may have, as in the last case, a travel comparatively much smaller than the stroke of the describing point M.
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	both these cases it has been mentioned that any pointthe circular centrode might be used as the guided one. ired, therefore, several might be used simultaneously, then the one (Fig. 208), or the two (Fig. 209) auxiliary pairs might be made to constrain any number of 
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	oints to move in straight lines. In each case all the straightwill pass through one point.
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	is an example of the second· class of parallelenumerated above, in which a sliding pair is still 
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	tively to each other may be the t,vo circles whose properties we have just been able to utilise, it is necessary and sufficient that any two points ofone should describe non-parallel straight lines relatively to the other. It follows (in consequence of the rolling of the centrodes) that all other points of the first body should describe ellipses relatively to the second. The relative motion of the two bodies \vould be just as completelyconstrained by 1naking two points move in two of these ellipses as in th
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	described line to vary much from accurate straightness. In Fig. 2 1o one sliding pair is retained, the path of 3 is therefore made accurately straight, but is (as explained in connection with Fig. 208) of very limited extent. The point M is the describing point, but the point 2 is not taken in the centrof 3 M, so that its path (if M moves accurately in a straighline) is an ellipse. 'fhe actual motion of 2 is, however, circular arc, with centre at 1, as constrained by the link aIf this circular arc sufficien
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	best determined by finding the highest, lowest, and middle positions occupied by2 if M does move in a straight I the centre of a circle dra,vnthrough these three points. 1..he swing of the link b on each side of the centre line should not exceed 40, and· the approximation is of course closer if the angle be smaller. compared ,vith the exact motion for which this is a stitute, it has the constructive advantage that the path of 1. 
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	If a body move so that one line in it passes alwaysthrough one point, and one point in that line describes a ght line, its other points describe curves of a high order wn as conchoids. These curves have, under suitable conditions, portions ,vhich are very nearly circular. If refore, with suitably chosen points, ,ve cause a line to so that it al\vays passes through one point, and cause point in that line to describe a circle closely coincidinga conchoidal arc, some other point in the line will cribe approxim
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	a motion is obtained by the use of the inverted er-crank mechanism (link b fixed, as in the oscillatingine) of Fig. 2 1 r. Here the point I in the link d is cond by the link a to turn al,vays about 2, in an arc ximately coinciding ,vith the conchoid, and the sliding 4 compels the line 1 M of the same link to pass alwaysh the point 3. The paths of a few points of d are in dotted lines. The point M has a path which for a short distance may be taken to represent a straight line. 
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	With a moderate angular swing this mechanism gives a very good approximation to a straight line. The best position fr the centre 2 can be found, for a given point 3 and a I and patl1 of M, as before, viz., by findingthe positions of I for highest, lowest, and middle positions 
	With a moderate angular swing this mechanism gives a very good approximation to a straight line. The best position fr the centre 2 can be found, for a given point 3 and a I and patl1 of M, as before, viz., by findingthe positions of I for highest, lowest, and middle positions 
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	of JJf, and taking for 2 the centre of a circle passing through the three points so found. 
	The third class of parallel motions, those in which onlypin joints are used, n1ay be first illustrated by two forms ,vhich are used as approximations to the exact parallel motion obtained by the help of sliding pairs ; they are shown in Figs. 21 2 and 2I3. Thus for instance Roberts' motion,shown in Fig. 2 I 2, is derived from the trammel motion of Fig. 209. 1'he straight paths of the two end points of the link a are replaced by circular arcs, approximations, in reality,to 
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	the elliptical paths of other points of that link, the linkb and d being connected to c by pins instead of by slidinblocks. The point M describes a good approximation to straight line for a certain part of its path. 
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	Most commonly the point Mis made to lie on the line 34that its path coincides with the axis of the link c. In this the lengths 23, 2 M, M1, and 14 are all equal, and should be not less titan 0·42 of the length of the link c,and as mgreater as possible. The length of a will obviously be 
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	half that of c. If it be inconvenient to make the path of M coincide with the line 34, it may be placed outside it, as in the figure. In that case the best points for 3 and 4 for any assumed triangle 2 MI will be found as in the former cases by finding the three positions of the points 2 and 1 for the ends and middle of the travel of M, assuming that travel to be 
	.accurately straight, and tl1en taking 3 and 4 as the centres of circles passing through each set of three points.
	Fig. 213 shows a linkwork parallel motion which gives an approximation to the already only approximate rectilinear motion obtained in Fig. 2 1o. The infinite links c and d of 
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	the slider-crank are replaced by ordinary links, and the straight path of the point 3 by an arc of a circle. So long as the length of c is not less than the whole travel of llf Which is utilised as straight, the approximation given by this rnechanism is sufficiently good for most practical purposes. point I must be determined in the way described in nection with Fig. 21o. 
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	using for 3 not the point originally moving in a straightbut some other point of b whose proper path is an ellipse-and so substituting the circular arc for an elliptic0ne (as already ,vith the point 2) instead of for a straight 
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	line-we can obtain other modifications of the mechanisms, which may sometimes be convenient 
	Fig. 214 shows the ordinary Watt motion, the best known and most often used of all the approximate parallel n1otion! In the most common and best form of this mechanism th links b and d are equal, and the describing point Mis i11 the middle of the link a; the length of a is made about. equal to the intended stroke of AI; in their mid-positions b and d are parallel and lie at right angles to the path of M, I and 2 deviate to right and left of that path by equal amounts at the n1iddle and ends of their swing.
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	In any given case it is advisable to obtain as many of these conditions as possible, even if all cannot be simultaneously secured. 
	The following are some of the principal constructionconnected with the Watt parallel motion. Let there given (Fig. 215) the path of the point Mand its mid-positioand the axis of the link b in its mid-position with its centr
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	Figure
	2 .llf. The condition to be fulfilled by 2 is that its middle and end positions should be to right and left of the path of JI£ by equal amounts. Make ST equal to one quarter of the stroke of M, and draw T2 at right angles 3 T. The point 2 ,vill then be in the required )Osition.2 .llf ,vill be a part of the link a 2' ,vill be the position of 2 when at end of its stroke ( 2' T= 2 T). If PI I 2 M, then d = b the point 4 can be found at once. But if I be at any 1', so that M 1' is not equal to 2 M, then the bes
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	The complete curve traced by the describing point in the n1otion is in form a distorted figure-of-eight, called a 11iscoid. The part actually used for a straight line is in wavy, and has five points whicl1 actually do lie uponstraight line. In the best forms of the mechanism e of these five points coalesce in the centre point.
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	used in beam engines, the \Vatt parallel motion is rally combined with a copying mechanism, in the shapeparallelogram (see § 55), for increasing the length of in a way not involving so much weight and spaced the enlargement of the parallel motion itself. shown in Fig. 2 16. The parallel motion 
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	much smaller stroke, is directly guided, and additional links e andf are added to form a parallelogram such that E, Mand 0 lie all upon one line. (In practice the point E would be first fixed, and M found from it.) It was shown in § 5 5 that in this case E would copy the motion of M, and the motion of Mhaving already been made {approximately) rectilinear the motion of E will be (approximately) rectilinear also. 
	In most cases the point 2 is taken at half the bean1 
	2. The points 5 and 1 then coincide
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	while the points 4 and E and the axes of the links d and / appear to coincide when in their mid-position. 
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	The motion of the point Mis generally utilised for one of the pump rods of the engine. By adding other parallelinks to the parallelogram other points can be found moving in straight lines, which may be, and often are,utilised for other pump rods on the engine.
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	Perqaps the most modern of approximate parallel motions is that of Professor Tchebicheff, of St. Petersburg, of \vhich there was a small example in the Vienna Exhibition 18 7 3.· This motion is shown in Fig. 2 1 7 and gives a 
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	good approximation to a straight line. The links b and d are equal, and may be made each about 1 ·3 times the length of c. The length of a may be 0·4 of the length of c. The describing point Mis in the middle of a. The travel M may be anything less than the distance 34. The nts 3 and 4 should be found as already described for the Roberts' parallel motion. 
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	1,he first of the exact linkwork parallel motions was
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	1 28) used it in problems, but without examining its special theory or properties, which we shall now proceed to do. 
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	Peaucellier parallel motion is a compound mechanism eight links. Of these eight, four (a, b, c, and d)al, and form a rhombus in all positions (see Figs.and 219). The others are equal in pairs, viz., e andequal, of any length that will permit them to be 
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	. Is usuaily called a "seven-bar" mechanism, the eighth or fixedbeing counted, and the same nomenclature has been used exacte·eparallel motions. This is, I think, to be regretted, is just as much, or as little, a bar as any of the 
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	jointed to each other at one end (P), and to opposite angles of the rhombus (!). and T) at the other. The remaining links, I:. and g, are also equal; they are jointed to each other at Q, to the common point of e and/ (P), and to a third angle of the rhombus (N), in the fashion shown in the figures. If the link h be now fixed, thŁ remaining angle of the rhombus M ,vill move accurately in a straightline at right angles to the axis PQ of the fixed link. 
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	The six links first mentioned, a to f, form together is called a Peaucellier cell. Of the other two links one the fixed link, and the other (g) swings so that its point N moves in a circle passing through P. 
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	Considering in the first place only the Peaucellier 220), we notice that (from the given conditions equality and symmetry of its links) the three points P, JI, 
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	Figure
	and .1.lf must al,vays lie on one straight line. If now we call the mid-point of the rhombus V, ,ve have 
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	In concluding this section we may now go on to consider the more general cases of exact link,vork parallel motions which have recently been discovered. Although several other mathematicians, notably Professor Sylvester, have worked at these problems, we are indebted to 11r. Kempe (whose papers have been cited above) for the most complete and general investigation of them, of ,vhich a few only of the leading features are given in the followingparagraphs. 
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	F1G. 221. 
	1234 (Fig. 221) be any four-link mechanism of the lever-crank type. If the angle 214 be bisected in 1S, and a similar mechanism 12'3' 4' be placed symmetrically to as an axis, the second mechanism is said to be the imageof the first. The iIJ,lage need not be the same size as thoriginal mechanism, but may be reduced or enlarged in ratio, as shown in dotted lines. It remains an image long as its links are parallel to those of the original equal 
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	that its value as a parallel motion was originally discovered. Mr. Kembas shown, however, that the Peaucellier motion may really be as a very special case of the more general parallel motions now described. It may be further noted that if the links g and h be equal, M will describe the arc of a circle, and the mechanism mautilised in this form for describing accurately circular arcs of verradius. 
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	222 abed is an ordinary four-link n1echanism, of Which a is the fixecl link. Conjoined with this is a second 12'3 4' (a'b'cd'), which is a reduced image of the first. 1'he axes of the links a and d' are n1ade to coincide, and also those of d and a'. The ratio in \vhich the second rnechanisn1 copies the first, i.ae. the ratio 
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	the vertices of two isosceles triangles whose bases lie in the line 14', and the point M must move exactly along that line. An immense number of modifications of this mechanism can be devised, but perhaps the most convenient is that 223, which moves with great freedom, and has a relatively enormous stroke for its describing point. 
	shown in Fig. 

	In this mechanism the value of K is made equal to !! , and 
	the link b equal to the link c, while 
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	These proportions give us a mechanism in ,vhich a'a= d, b = c, b' = c, P coincides with 3, P' with 3', and 2' with 4. Of 
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	course from a constructive point of view it is awkward 2 and 1, but withstanding this it is very possible that there may be cases in which the other advantages of this mechanism mY cause it to be practically used, cases, namely, where a may be inadmissible, and where an ordinary approximmotion would be too unwieldy for the long stroke reuired. 
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	We shall consider only one more form of exact linkwork parallel motion, namely that of Mr. Hart, which is geometrically most notable because it contains only six links instead of eight, but which is not perhaps of so much practical interest as those already described, because the dimensions of the mechanism very large in proportion 224 shows an 1234, cut by any line PM parallel to. 13 2. Such a line cuts the axes of the links in four points, 
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	MV, ,vhich divide the links in a constant ratio, that is, 
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	The four points PNMV, therefore, 
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	remain always in one line, however the mechanism moves. 12 and 1R parallel to TP, it can easily be seen in M1 .RP, and NTPQ we have halves of two Peaucells. From the proof already given we know, thereeach of the products NP. .NQ and MP. MR will ant for all positions of the mechanism ; therefore joint product NP.NQ x MP.MR, must be constant · MP NQ
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	quantities just given, MP.NPa= MR.NQ, from which it follows that 
	PM. PN = constant 
	-here, as in the Peaucellier cell, for all positions of the mechanism. (Similarly it can be shown that VM. VN., PH.NV., and PM.MV, are all products which remain constant for all positions of the mechanism.) We can therefore convert this anti•parallelogram into an exact parallel motion by the addition of two equal links, exactly as in the former case. Thus PS and SM may be added, and PS fixed. The point N will then describe a straight line at right angles to PS. 
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	The name " parallel motion " is in this country so firmlconnected with the straight-line mechanisms discussed in the last section, that it would seem pedantic to deny it to them. It is nevertheless a somewhat unsuitable name for them, and describes much better another class of mechanisms which we shall now examine, and in which one or more links are constrained to move always parallel to themselves. For these mechanisms no special name seems to habeen proposed, and we shall not attempt to supply the deficie
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	The simplest of these mechanisms ( disregarding, of coursthose in which the desired motion is obtained by the use sliding pairs) is the parallelogram itself (Fig. 225), in which if any link be fixed the opposite link has a motion of translation only, all its points moving with equal velocity circular paths of equal diameter. This applies not only points along the axis of the link, but to any points whate
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	between the two describing points Mand M' would remain constant if those points described accurately straight lines,and will in practice change so extremely little that it may be assumed to be constant. They may therefore be connected 
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	by a link t, and all points in that link will move in parallel and (approximately) straight lines. Such a mechanism would fom1 a very easily working linkwork carriage for a straight moving table where the use of slides was objectionable. 
	Figure
	Figure
	FIG. 230. 
	Fig. 2 30 shows another approximate motion of the same type (but with one link less) proposed by Mr. Kempe, and based upon the Tchebicheff parallel motion already described ( see Fig. 217). The length of the link e, to which the tabis connected, should be half that of the fixed link c, and 
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	length of/ one-half that of b or d. The point Nlies midway along the link b. 
	In conclusion, three of Mr. Kempe's mechanisms may be given, which, although more complex than those just looked at, give motions which are exact instead of only approximate. The mechanism a b c d (Fig. 231) is a " kite " (or fourlink mechanism in which adjacent links are equal, in ch the long links c and d are made twice the length of the short ones, a and b. With it is compounded another kite, a' b' c d', exactly half its size, in such a way that d' coincides with a, and a' lies along d. It can readily b
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	ays perpendicular to the axis of the link d. Let now the b and c' be extended through O to M'and Mrevely, and let a new double kite, exactly equal and similar first, ·be constructed on these extended links. The P<>ints � and M\ must always lie on a line parallel to MM', and the new link dmust therefore always remain Parallel to the original link d. Further, as iJ 1s fixed, the 1 to remain always parallel to, but in line with, d. Thus any table, body, attached to d1 will have a simple motion of all its poin
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	232 is given a modification of this mechanism in which the link dis constrained to move at right angles to the fixed link d, instead of parallel to it. The mechanism consists of the same pair of double kites as before, but differently connected together.
	In Fig. 
	1 

	Fig. 233, lastly, shows how this motion can be applied to an ordinary double '' parallel ruler," to constrain not only parallelism of position but straight-line motion. Three of the links of the last figure are omitted, and their places taken by three links of the double parallelogram. Two kites remain, one large and one small, compounded externally with 
	Figure
	FIG. 232. FIG. 233. 
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	each other and with the two outer links of the parallemotion. The motion of d1 relatively to d is exactly the same as in the last case. 
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	It is perhaps well to point out that the practical applications of many of the mechanisms described in this sectioare very limited in number. It was long ago pointed out bDr. Pole that the greater loss by friction in guides than the pins of a parallel motion was after all not a quantitysensibly affecting the economical working of a steam engine,and the same thing is true for other machines. The making 
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	of truly plane surfaces is no"v, moreover, comparatively easyand inexpensive, and it is generally more easy to ensure that the motions of slides shall be unaltered by the wear of these surfaces than that the motions of points in linkwork shall be unaltered by the smaller, but less regular, wear in the pinsand eyes.t. Hence in ordinary machinery, where largeforces come into action, and where therefore much wear accompanies the motion, it is not probable that linkwork connections will again take the place oft
	the 
	acc
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	§ 58.-0RDER OF MECHANISMS; CHAINS WITH 
	LOWER PAIRING (PINS AND SLIDES). 
	LOWER PAIRING (PINS AND SLIDES). 
	ALL the mechanisms hitherto examined or used for illustion, which have contained only "lowert" pairs (namelypin joints or slides)-except the doubled double-kite of the last section-have belonged to what may be called the first order.· In all of them (with the exception named) it ,vas possible, if the positions of any two links were given, to find the positions of all the other links by mere straight-line circle constructions. Or putting it otherwise, we may it ,vas possible, if the mechanism were given in 
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	three virtual centres (see p. 7 3), to find the virtual centre of every link relatively to every other. Although both these conditions are fulfilled by the great majority of mechanisms with which we have to deal practically, which, therefore, belong to the first order, there are some mechanisms-and these not unimportant-which cannot be dealt with in this fashion, and which, therefore, belong to higher orders. Without attempting here to classify completely such mechanisms into different orders-for probably 
	. characteristics, and the way in which they require to be handled. 
	FIG. 23◄· 
	As a simple, although unusual example, let us take first Mr. Kempe's compound kite chain (Fig. 234), some of whose properties have been noticed in the last section. Suppose the links c and d to be given in any of their possible relative positions, and t_he lengths of all the other links to be given also. As the mechanism is completely constrained we that the position of all these links must be completely detmined by the given positions of c and d, and it is desired dra,v the whole mechanism in the position 
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	at the two double kites must be symmetrical, and that dmust lie in line with d, there is of course no difficulty about drawing the second also. But as these are properties belongto a very specially proportioned mechanism, and as in ral we have no such helps to guide us, we shall suppose these properties to be unknown. We have, then, to start with, the positions of only the links OM and OM in the ond mechanism, with the lengths of all the other links. With known radii a, b, and crespectively, we can draw th
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	requires to be specially noticed, however, that the essity of the "fittingt" process does not acterise this combination of links, but depends links whose position are given as data in Thus if d and d1 were given instead of dc O could be at once found, so that we should 
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	two links in each double kite (a and din the one, aand din the other), by the aid of which the whole mechanism could 1 were givenor d and c1, or either of several other combinations, the whole mechanism could be drawn at once without "fitting.'' But in practical cases only the position of a fixed link and one atf.jacent to it can be given. Positions of other links can seldom be directly known. In any case the whole of forty-five virtual centres can be drawn by the methods already given, and without difficul
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	The ordinaryh" link motionh" of a steam engine (Fig. 235),falls into precisely the same category as the last. It chain of six links, four of which (a, b, c, and d,} simple quadriiateral or lever-crank. One of these four paired at a point 0, not upon its axis (Q R), with the link /, and the opposite link c is connected to / at single link e, attached to it at some point P, also in cases not upon its axis (MN). Fig. 236 shows the Łcombination put in a more schemŁtic form, but in 
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	without any alteration from the proportions of the last figure. All the virtual centres of this chain (fifteen in ber) can be found in the usual way. The chain may said to belong to the first class as a chain, but exactly as n the last case some of the mechanisms formed from it belong to the second order. Thus with the link f fixed, and varying positions of a given, we cannot find the ositions of the other links directly, but must have recourse 
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	fitting process. Suppose, for instance, the position of change to aso that we know the end points Qand -1?1 of d and b respectively. With these points as centres, with radii equal to the length QM of the eccentric rods, "1e can draw the arcs of circles ,n and n. Also about S with e, we can draw the arc p. We then know that ion of c must be such that its three points 1V; must lie on the three arcs m, p, and n respectively, and 
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	this position (which fixes the positions of d, b, and e) can be found in the way already described. It is shown dotted in the figure.
	The block and pin by which the slide valve is driven in an engine form no part of the actual link motion-they are merely additions to it, which do not affect in any way the movements of its parts. In any such motion as that shown in the figure the valve is driven from a point which is guidedalong one straight line by a sliding pair. The nature of the connection is sketched in Fig. 237. f is the valve-roguided by the pair r ; g a pin ( called the " gab "-pin) in the valve-rod, which forms a pivot for a slide
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	with the ( curved or straight) link c. If a series of positionthe link be found, it will be seen that the position and therefore of the slide valve, depends upon the posi· of the point in which the axes of the link and off cut eother. It will further be seen that this is not always same point of the link, although it is always the same of the valve-rod, namely, the centre of the ping. In Łe! words, the swinging of the link, and chiefly the part motion due to the curve described by the end P of the pension r
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	allest possible dimensions. For this purpose, and to re that the valve-rod can receive from the eccentric as arly as possible the motion which it ,vould receive were connection bet\veen them direct, the arrangement238, where the ck h· is replaced by cheeks embracing the link, and forming part of the pin g, which is expanded (see § 52)ciently to give the necessary n1etal for them. By using2 and 3 can be made to coincide, which is impossible in Fig. 237 . 
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	principal statical problem connected with the link on happens to be extremely easy of solution by the ods already given. It is thist: given a force fc (theresistance) acting on the link c in a given direction, toeffort la in a given direction at the eccentric centre ary to balance it. The problem is illustrated in3We have to deal with the three links a, c, and / ely, the eccentrics (which, being rigidly connected er, form only one link), the "link" itself, and the frame 
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	if O, which is the axis of the suspension link. Its position is therefore as marked on the figure. In all ordinary cases all three points are conveniently. accessible, and as they can be marked by drawing only one line which is not already on the paper (�amely,the line containing the three centres), the solving of the problem happens to be peculiarly easy in spite of the apparent complexity of the mechanism. The construction is shown complete in the fire, the lettering being the 122 to 126, §40. 
	But it must also lie upon the line O
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	If either of the four links of the quadrilateral, a, b,c, or_ d, were fixed, and the position of any other one of thern given, the position of all the other links of the mechanisrn could be found without fitting, which becomes necessaryonly when either e orfis the fixed link. 
	With the Joy valve-gear, shown in outline in Fig. 240, the condition of things is reversed. The chain as used byMr. Joy has all its positions determinate without fitting, 
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	but a number of its inversions (which, however, have not present any practical value) require treating like the link motion. It may be interesting here to notice the generalnature of this valve motion, which, when well proportioned, 
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	capital results. Its foundation is the slider-crank,the main driving chain of the engine. To this m four links are added. Two of these,/
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	are levers s,vinging about pins attached to the fixed link d; of the other two e is paired directly with / and b, and g withoe and h.1 The valve is driven in a direction paralleto that of the motion of c from some overhung point G upon the link g. An examination of the special characteristics of the motion of G, which suit it for working a slide valve, would involve too many technical points for our ' present purpose. But we may give the construction for solving the same statical problem as that considered 
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	Still limiting ourselves to mechanisms containing only lower pairs of kinematic elements we may sum up as follows. In mechanisms of ,vhat we may call the first order, if we are given the lengths of all the links, and the relative positions of any two of them, ,ve can at once find the positions of all the others by direct line and circle constructions. In mechanisms of what we may call the second order (nan1ely, those ,vhich ,ve have been examining in this section), this is only possible if the relative pos
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	THE great source of simplicity in mechanisms containinglo\\·er pairs is that the virtual centres of adjacent links are 
	only 

	always permanent centres (p. 71), or points occupying definite positions on those links. Directly we passanisms containing higher pairs, such as those of 
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	but vary their position in these links as the links vary their position relatively to each other. In both cases the virtual centres can be determined in the usual ,vay, but the J)Ositionof all the links can be directly determined without use of the fitting process only from given positions of a certain pair of them. Thus in Fig. 241, although the mechanism has onlythree links, the cam a and the link b paired with it must be the pair whose positions are given, if the position of the third is to be directly d
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	ae, but the positioO® is not known, nor the particular point on a which comes Oab for the given position of b, and the position cam a requires to be found by a process of fitting essenthe same as, although different in detail from, that descin the last section. Or given any positions of a and order to find that of b we require to " fit " the groove in b over a in its given position. In practice 
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	would be done by merely drawing tangents to a, without the construction of a "template ,, as in the last section, but geometrically the process is the same. The tangent is dra,vn by eye only, and the position of b is therefore not found with any greater or different degree of accuracy than the position of the link in the link motion, Fig. 235.
	1 

	Exactly the same thing is true of the four-link mechanism 242. In order to draw the positions of the links without fitting, we must have as data the relative positions of the two links connected by the higher pair, here a and b, the cam and the connecting rod. If the positions of any other pair of links, as a and d, be given, the positions of the remaining links can only be found by fitting upon a. 
	of Fig. 
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	In both cases all the virtual centres of the links are 
	completely deterrninate at once. 
	These cam trains, therefore, are kinematic chains of the 
	first class, while the mechanisms formed from them belong 
	the second order. 
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	Ordinary toothed-wheel trains, looked at from our present -point, have some new interest and perhaps complexity. have already seen that the virtual centres of such trains very easily determinate ; as kinematic chains, therefore, may include them in the first class. Their classification mechanisms is not so obvious. Fig. 243 represents the lest form of wheel train, consisting of a frame a, and spur wheels, b and c. Given the position of a and adii of b and c, it seems at first sight as if we could both those
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	Of course in certain cases it may happen that the cam outline is a of known centre, or other curve to which a tangent can be accurately drawn with ease. But these are special cases. 
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	of any particular points on the links, as B and C. If only a is given, the relative positions of these points are quiteindeterminate, and therefore the relative positions of the links to which they belong. All that has been determined is the relative position of their centrodes, the pitch circles, and the symmetry of these prevents our going further in the way of connecting them with definite parts or points on the links whose motions they represent. But the want of de· terminateness goes even further than 
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	indeterminate. 'fhe third link may, in fact, occupy anyangular position whatever relatively to b, so that the ,vant of determinateness is real, and does not merely belong to our particular handling of the problem. But the mechanism a completely constrained one, so that it must be possiblas it is clearly necessary, to state the problem in a differeway-in some fashion, namely, which shall include the of the former mechanisms without excluding this one. difficulty is entirely met if we state our problem in the
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	forn1erly, because no use was made of it ; the 1nere knowledge of the lengths, etc., of the links carried with it the possibility of setting the mechanism out uniquely. Here, on the other hand, the mere knowledge of the dimensions of the links is not, as we have seen, sufficient of itself to determine uniquely any position of the mechanism, but only to enable us to find an infinite nu1nber of positio�s any one
	•
	of which is possible. 
	If no,v ,ve suppose given the mechanism of Fig. 243 with certain definite relative positions of the links b and c, as 2 C uponthem ; and if then there is given any other position of b rea, 1, the angle Br B{ being known-the position of c (i.e. of the line 2 C in c) can be uniquely deter
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	If the relative positions of the two wheels be given as data, 
	ad of the relative positions of the frame and one eel, the position of the frame is obviously l,nown at once without any fitting.. 
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	order, exactly as the cam trains, the fitting process being 
	necessary unless the relative positions of the t\\·o links con
	nected by higher pairing, namely, here the two wheels, be 
	the data. 
	23 5 some of the mechanisms belonged to the first, and some to the se�ond, order. For if, e.g., either of the links a, b, c, or d had been the fixed link the positions of all the others (including the links e and f), could have been directly determined if that of any one of them had been given. In the cases now before us, ho,vever, all the mechanisms belong to the second order, for, whichever link be fixed, direct detern1ination of the positions of the others is only possible if the data include the posit
	In such a chain as the link motion of Fig. 

	If we consider compound wheel trains, as those of Figs. 6 5 and 66, § 19, in the same way, we find they fall into the same class and order. For we know that in such trains the relative motions of any pair of wheels, by however many inter• mediate wheels they may be separated, are fully represented by those of one pair of pitch circles of determinate diameterworking in direct contact. As regards any one pair of its wheels and the frame, a compound wheel train thereforreduces at once to the simple train just 
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	Fig. 244. This is a mechanism which can scarcely be said to be used in machine construction, but which is sometimes met with in collections as an illustration of certain special motions. It consists of a fixed link or frame, g, containing a straightslot and two pins. About the two latter turn wheels, a and •/, equal or unequal in diameter. Crank pins in these are connected byrods, b and e, to the two ends of a beam, c, which 
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	\vheels, and the mechanism would become simply a doubled slider crank, as sketched in Fig. 245. All points in the link c would move in parallel straight paths, the link as a whole reciprocating through a constant stroke exactly as in a steam engine. In the more general form of Fig. 244, however, the motion of c is much more complex, its different points having all different motions, that of the point c being the one usually studied. This point is constrained by the sliding pair to move always up and do\vn a
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	FIG. 245. 
	at each reciprocation, its "stroke ,. changing gradually from minimum to maximum, and vice versa, as the phases, relative positions, of the cranks alter. If a pencil were attached to c, and caused to describe a curve upon a sheet of paper moved uniformly, say by gearing, from either of wheels from right to left, the curve traced would be of kind shown in Fig. 246, where the varying vertical heigshows the varying stroke of the reciprocating point Cr 
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	with entirely different conditions from those hitherto examined. The relative positions of no two links whatever enable us to find the positions of all the rest (the lengths of all being, of course, supposed given as before), withaout fitting,and although the relative positions of any pair of links enable us to find possible positions of the rest by using that process, yet with only certain pairs do we know that such positions are consistent with any given starting positions of the mechanism. In the case b
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	Position of the whole mechanisn1 which we have assumed to ng (p. 439) to our data. Bymaking use of this startingPosition, and the known angle between it and a givenPosition of either of the ,vheels, we can always find the n of one wheel from that of the other, if the frame is given. Hence a given position of either wheel alongwith the frame is sufficient for the determination of the I>ositions of all the other links, the fitting process being used 
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	possible, but not unique, positions of the other links can be found. For the connecting rod lengths, swept from their given upper points as centres, will cut each crank circle twice. We get, therefore, four possible positions of the mechanism as a whole, of ,vhich in the general case no one is of necessity compatible with any given starting position of the whole chain. If the data were the positions of the two connecting rods b and e, it will be found that fitting gives in general two pairs of positions for
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	Of the twenty-one virtual centres in this chain, nine arbetween adjacent links, and these nine only can be found our former construction. One line can be found on each of the remaining twelve centres lie, but the position no one of them can be directly obtained. We may consthis to separate the chain from all former ones sufficientlmake it a type of a second class of kinematic To find any one of the undetermined virtual centres necessary to find the path of one point in the link to it corresponds, and then t
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	path of C (relatively to g ), has been determined, and a normal drawn to this must be a line including OBut this point must be on a line including Oand Oboth of which we know; its position is therefore completely deter·rnined. Any one of the twelve virtual centres having been nd in this way, all the others can be found at once by the usual constructions. 
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	IN speaking formerly of the condition of constrainment in mechanism, we qualified a statement (seetp. 59} by saying that it referred to " those links in which motion was possibleany instant." This qualification was made in view of the that there are a number of mechanisms in which specialProvision is made for stopping the motion of one or more ks entirely (or in one sense only) at regular or irregular 
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	ervals. Most of the contrivances for carrying out this ject fall under the head of click or ratchet gear. ux has classified these gears somewhat elaborately in Kinematics of Machiner;·,and it is not necessary to gothe same ground here, as they do not present anynical problems essentially differing from those already mined. In cases where a click is arranged to prevent motion of a body entirely (as b with a, Fig. 247), it simplys that body, and perhaps others also, part of the samewith itself. In the case wh
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	Fig . :48, for instance, be lifted upward byi:my force,bloses action,and moves about its fulcrum in c,inonascorrespondsto thehigherpairing betwcen of the click. Exactly the ame thing is true in the case of Fig. 249. whereiair:itchel ace of the rack . 
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	he teeth of a just as the other. Thus when ,-1 is lifted, the eining click /, being idle. Rut when r1 is lowered, theintoit he frame r. The rack, 
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	Perhaps the only point about these mechanisn1s calling for further special mention here is that it is essential to their proper, and indeed safe, working, that the form of the faces of the ratchet teeth be so designed that under no circumstances . can direct pressure between tooth and click or ratchet tend to throw the latter out of gear. This matter will be further considered under the head of Friction, in 71. 
	§ 
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	IN our original definition of a machine (p. 2) we spokof the bodies of ,vhich it consisted-its "linkso"-resistant rather than rigid, because there are several portant cases in which non-rigid bodies can be and are used in mechanisms or machines, without destroying the requirconstrainment of their motions. The non-rigid, or simplresistant, bodies used in practice may be classified as fluids, (ii) springs, and (iii) belts, cor<ls, chains, &c. In pathey affect our problems very little indeed ; in part introduc
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	(i) Fluids.-1Vater is occasionally used as a part machine to transmit pressure to long distances and throany change of direction. This it can do with consideexactness in virtue of its (comparative) incompressibilit is free from air. But the invariable presence of rnquantities of air in the water itself, and the difficulensuring that no additional air shall be pumped pipes along with the water, makes anyo" water rodo" 
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	ment suitable only for cases where the transmission of a quantity of 1vork is the chief matter, and no exact transmission of motion is required. Occasionally glycerine is mixed with the water to prevent its freezing, and sometimes for the same and other reasons oil takes the place of the Water. In a very few cases a column of air is used instead the water, but in this case the transmission either of work or motion becon1es exceedingly inexact on account of the compressibility of the air, and the changes of
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	(ii) Springs.-In the largest sense of the word every in a machine, being made of elastic material, is a spring.Each is stretched, compressed, twisted, bent, or in some fashion strained, by every load that acts tlpon it, and the ain,whatever it may be, is very closely proportional to stress in the material. Thus the alternate extensions and compressions of a piston or connecting rod, if they could be conveniently measured and recorded, ·would enable us to find the work done in a steam-engine cylinder just as
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	rectly and completely as an indicator card. Or, as Hirn shown,the beam or the shaft of an engine may be used the spring of a dynamometer, to measure-by its reed deflections or twists-the work being done by the ine. But in all such cases the strain is exceedingly small proportion to any of the motions of the different links of machine, and has to be made visible and measurable bye special arrangement of exaggerating apparatus. The name spring is not generally applied in such a case, but is restricted to tho
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	not only proportional to the straining force, but is comparable in extent or dimension to the proper motions of the Jinks of the machine. Springs in this sense of the word are used generally for one of three purposes, either (a) to n1easure force, (b) to limit force, or (c) to store up work or energy. Class a is represented by all steam-engine indicators and many dynamometers-mechanisms in ,vhich the motion of one link, viz., the spring and any parts in rigid connection ,vith it, ,vhile constrained in dir
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	J?B CD E. The work done in returning bythe piston on the steam is shown by DA FE. The net work done is the difference between these two areas, or A B CD, which is a11 that the steam-engine " indicator " sho,vs in drawing the " indicator card " A B CD, which we have already made use of in § 47. 
	In steam-engine indicators the spring is invariably of .the known as " spiral "-a coil of tempered steel wire twisted helically, and compressed or extended in the 2 54 shows one of most recent, and probably the best,1 form taken by spring of an indicator, the peculiarity about it heing 
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	the symmetrical arrangement of double coil or helix, with a central button at the lower end to ensure true axial ection of pressure. In dynamometers flat or bent plateare often used instead of spiral springs. This is case, for instance, in most of the dynamometers of the Agricultural Society, on ,vhich so many valuable riments have been made. 
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	cases the motion of the recording point attached to the spring is as simple to deal with as the motion of any other point in a n1echanism, yet the motions re]atively to each other of different points in the spring are extremely complex. For here we are dealing with a body in wh�ch the deformation or strain is no longer intentionally kept as minute as possible (p. 261), but intentionally made as large as possible. And in order that we may kno\V beforehand how much the recording point of a given spring will 
	Figure
	FIG. 234. 
	under a given load, it is necessary that we should first kno,v the laws according to which the deformation of the spring, as a whole, will take place when it is subjected to pressurThese laws are usually complex, their consideration belongs to the theory of elasticity, and goes beyond our present limits. It may be said about them, however, that although ·,they have been pretty fully worked out from .the mathetical side, reasoning upwards from certain definite ancomparatively simple assumptions, there yet re
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	work to be done in connection with them before they can be taken to represent the actually occurring and very complicated physical phenomena. 
	Of springs used to li111it force the safety valve of a. locomotive affords a very fami1iar example. The spring in this case is a spiral spring so compressed as to act on the valve, when resting against its seat, with a certain definite ressure. So soon as the pressure of steam below the valve exceeds the pressure of the spring above it, the valve moves upwards, and by so doing allo,vs steam to escape, 
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	Figure
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	FIG. 255. 
	and the pressure to fall, or at any rate prevents the pressure m rising. But a spring safety valve can hardly be inded among mechaniszns or· machines, although it is essentially a machine while it is opening or closing. A interesting example of the use of a spring to limit a pressure in a mach�ne proper is shown in Fig. 255, ,vhich esents a portion of one of the testing machines used in \Vohler's experiments on the "fatie" of metals.Here it 
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	is desired that a certain force,/, liable to irregular variations, should exert at ran effort not exceeding a definite in variable magnitude. For this purpose the force f is caused tot-act on the lever b (and therefore at r) through the intervention of a crosshead a, one end of which, A, rests upon b, while the other end, A, rests upon a lever c. This lever is held in position by a spring, C, of definite resistance. So long, therefore, as the pressure at Adue tof is less than that due to the spring, the poi
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	The storz'ng up of work has been mentioned as a third of springs-of ,vhich the buffer springs of a railway wagon afford perh.aps thet· most familiar example. If a rigid has to take,. up work in itself while undergoing elastic deformation, the inevitable smallness of 
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	deformation n1ay cause the stress to rise to some most 
	inconveniently high amount ,vhilc still the work taken up is excessively small. In the case of a railway wagon, for instance, exposed to frequent and sudden blows from bodies moving ,vith considerable velocity, the effect of such blows upon the frame of the ,vagon-if they were received directly by it-might and probably would be most injurious to it. It is therefore most common to provide spring buffers for the purpose of receiving such blows, storing up readily, and without any injury to themselves, the en
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	the spring is attached, or both, but in any case this can come about at (\vhat we may call) the leisure of the material, by the action of a simple known force (the resistance of the spring to compression). In the absence of the spring it may often be impossible for a large mass, moving with a high velocity, to impart to the mass of another large but stationary body, with which it suddenly comes into contact, a sufficiently great acceleration to keep the mutual pressureof the two bodies one on the other with
	In this case, therefore, springs are used to store up work which rnight otherwise cause injurious stresses, the work being promptly re-stored, and expended in causing harmless acceleration. An exactly similar case occurs in connection with the " spring beams " and buffer blocks of a Cornish engine (p. 336). But in most machines where springs are used in this fashion, the energy stored in them is not derived from the momentum of some rapidly-moving body,but directly from work done on some other part of the m
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	by a link e to the rod d, which works the valve, anrl the lever a is at the same time connected to the same valve rod by the horn piece c. During motion in the direction of the arrow, a,f, and c all move as one link, pushing the valve rod d to the left, and opening the valve. When the time 
	1
	comes that the valve should close, some form of stop g
	1 
	comes in contact ,vith the upper part of the horn piece, stops its fonvard motion with a, and causes it to tilt over on its pin. 1"his thro,vs it out of gear ,vith d, which is left free 
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	:· • '. O'b d d . FIG. 256. g . II FIG. 257 . 
	be acted upon by the spring j. This spring has been ling d backwards all the time, but its pull has been sted by the catch c. This pull is now suddenly left unbalanced, and the spring, therefore, flies back into its 2 57), and pulls the valve rod with it, in this fashion suddenly closing the valve by 
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	Tis stop is in reality controlled in position by the governor, and movable relatively to the frame of the machine, but engine is working under constant resistance it remains 
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	of the work already stored up in it while it ,vas being compressed. 
	(iii) Belts, Straps, &c., form the third and perhaps the most important class of merely resistant bodies used in rnachines. Their use differs from that of springs in that their alterations of for1n under load are not directly utilised, but are, on the contrary, made to come in in such a way as to be fairly negligible in considering the motions of the mechanisms of ,vhich they form a part. Fig. z 58 represents the ordinary strap connection between two pulleys. Kinematically it is intended that band c should
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	same sense, and ,vith angular velocities inversely proportional to their diametersjust as if they ,vere spur wheels connected by an idle wheel (p. 132). The wheels would actually do this only if the strap never slipped on either pulley, and if the length of strap between the points Band Cremained always constant, as also the length of strap between Band C• In ordinary good working, slipping no doubt practically absent, and so far as this is concernethe required velocity ratio is accurately transmitted.
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	See, for instance, the recorded revolutions during many hours' trial 
	See, for instance, the recorded revolutions during many hours' trial 
	of an engine and the machines driven by it in experiments made by Messrs. Bryan Donkin & Co., at the South Metropolitan Gas \Vodescribed 1n Engineen·ng, vol. xxv. p. 117. 
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	there may be continual small changes in the tensions in the 1 an<l d2, which will have the same effect on the velocity ratio transmitted as in spur gearing Wbuld be due to the use of ,vrongly-shaped tooth profiles
	two halves of the strap d

	(p. I 21 ). So long as the total length of the strap is not permanently altered, the effect of small changes of length will be to make sn1all changes in the velocity ratio alternately above and below its mean value, but without change in that mean value itself. For practical purposes we may neglect these changes in belt gearing as ,ve do in spur gearing.
	In respect to transmission of zvork, ho,vever, belt gearing differs essentially from spur gearing in the amount of work ,vhich it absorbs itself. This is apart altogether from the question of the work taken up by friction in the bearings, ,vhich is more or less common to the two cases, although the existence of strap tensions, not directly dependent on the driving effort (or difft!rence between the two tensions),makes of course an important difference (§ 78). The r.ontinual bending of the stiff strap round 
	rom the driving to the driven J)ulley. This waste of 1,vork a condition, in this case, of the use of a non-rigid material, has no counterpart in the rigid connection of spur earing. 
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	In pulley tackle, such as is shown in Figs. 259 and 260, are again on the border line of apparatus which can legitimately be called a machine. In these cases the constrainment of motion is generally most imperfect. The •is required to lift some object of considerable �lift it with reasonable steadiness, but very frequently it exerts a large sideway pull as \Vell as a lift. t is being fairly lifted, moreover, its swinging to and 
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	fro is not considered to destroy in any way the action of the tackle. Pulley tackle, therefore (although in some form it is often induded among the "simple machines" ofe§ 51) cannot be considered sufficicndy constrained in its motions to be suitable for kinematic examination. From a static point of vie1\·-neglecting friction and work done in bending the rope-it is simple enough. The weight IV, in Fig. 260, depends from fi,·e equal cords-the fact that all five plies or "parts" are in reality portions of one 
	Figure
	piece of rope leaves this unaffected. The whole weight is assumed to be equally distributed between the five plies, 50 that the tension in each of them is supposed 10 be cqu.:.1, .md the tension in tile "falle" ,¼ is of course equal to 1be 
	tension in the rest of the rope or r-Apart from friction then, 
	a pull rin the fall is sufticient to balance a weight If hanging from the lower or "running" block. From 
	the 
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	principle of equality of work, therefore, the fall must be pulled downwards five times as fast as the weight rises. In an actual, and not· an ideal, pulley tackle, a very considerable effort must be expended in overcoming friction ( see § 80),and not a little work has to be done in bending the roperound the sheaves. So that the pull in the fall in l1oisting must be actually very much greater than the fraction of the load indicated by the numbers ofplies supporting the load. 
	The motions in the pulley tackle are not really plane 12 ), even looked at in the most ideal fashion. But as the actual non-plane motions of the different parts of the cord do not con1e into consideration at alJ, it has not seemed out of place to mention the tackle while speaking of belt gearing generally. 
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	The theorem of the virtual centre applies only to rigid bodies ; its existence presupposes (p. 261) that the particles the body do not alter their positions relatively to each er. Therefore a non-rigid link in a machine has no al centre; different parts of it are moving at the same instant about different points. Force and velocity problems, therefore, so far as they concern non-rigid links, have to be Worked out by considerations quite different from those erto employed. Some of these considerations have b
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	Many of the most interesting and important problems nnected with the equilibrium of forces and the transmission work in belt gearing and pulley tackle, are so closelyected with friction that they must be postponed until that subject has been looked at in the next chapter. Some ussion of them will be found in §§ 78 to 80. 
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	so-called " flexible shafts," which are now found useful in machine shops for driving. small tools (
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	or borers for exan1ple) in more or less inacct!ssible situations, are further illustrations of non-rigid elements. As with spiral springs, the n1otions of different points in the shaft relatively to each other are excessively complex, although the n1otion transznitted by the shaft as a ,vhole is only a 












